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AGENDA

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Andrea Clarke

2

ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON

Andrea Clarke

3

ELECTION OF VICE CHAIRPERSON

4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Andrea Clarke

Please see note (a) at the end of the agenda.
5

PUBLIC QUESTIONS
To answer any written or oral questions about matters which are within the
powers and duties of the committee.

Chair

The closing date/time for receipt of written questions is 6.00pm on 2
October 2019. Please send questions to the Democratic Services Unit,
marked for the attention of Andrea Clarke (email:
andrea.clarke@gloucestershire.gov.uk).
6

MEMBER QUESTIONS
To answer any written members’ questions about matters which are within
the powers and duties of the committee. The closing date/time for the
receipt of questions is 6.00pm on 2 October 2019. Please send questions
to the Democratic Services Unit marked for the attention of Andrea Clarke
(email: andrea.clarke@gloucestershire.gov.uk).

7

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING (Pages 1 - 10)
The committee to agree the minutes of the meeting on Tuesday 12
February 2019, and to note the notes of the meeting on 18 June 2019.

Date Published:30 September 2019

Chair

Andrea Clarke

8

FUTURE WASTE PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL (Pages 11 - 22)

Wayne Lewis

9

FOOD WASTE AGREEMENTS (Pages 23 - 28)

Wayne Lewis

10

TIPPING AWAY POLICY (Pages 29 - 42)

Andy Pritchard

11

SERVICE/ACTION PLAN UPDATE (Pages 43 - 50)

Scott Williams

12

RESIDUAL WASTE UPDATE (Pages 51 - 52)

Rachel Ferris

13

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FINAL OUTTURN 2018/19 (Pages 53 - 62)

Wayne Lewis

14

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS MONITORING REPORT (Pages 63 - 72)

Wayne Lewis

FOR INFORMATION
Committee meeting in 2019: 3 December 2019
All meetings start at 10am, and are held in the Cabinet Suite, Shire Hall, Gloucester, GL1 2TG.
Membership – Cllr Nigel Moor (Gloucestershire County Council) and Cllr Lynden Stowe
(Gloucestershire County Council) Cllr Chris Coleman (Cheltenham Borough Council),
Andrew Doherty (Cotswold District Council), Cllr Jim Mason (Tewkesbury Borough Council),
Cllr Andy Moore (Forest of Dean District Council), Cllr Dennis Parsons (Cheltenham Borough
Council), Cllr Sid Phelps (Forest of Dean District Council) and Cllr Mark Williams (Tewkesbury
Borough Council)
Co-Opted Members - Cllr George Butcher (Stroud District Council), Cllr Richard Cook (Gloucester
City Council), Cllr Simon Pickering (Stroud District Council) and Cllr Terry Pullen (Gloucester City
Council)
(a)

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Please declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or
personal interests that you may have relating to specific matters which may be discussed
at this meeting, by signing the form that will be available in the Cabinet Suite. Completing
this list is acceptable as a declaration, but does not, of course, prevent members from
declaring an interest orally in relation to individual agenda items. The list will be available
for public inspection.
Members requiring advice or clarification about whether to make a declaration of interest
are invited to contact the Monitoring Officer (Jane Burns  01452 328472, email
jane.burns@gloucestershire.gov.uk) prior to the start of the meeting.

(b)

INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the
meeting, please contact: Andrea Clarke, Senior Democratic Services Adviser
:01452 324203/fax: 425850/e-mail: andrea.clarke@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c)

Co-opted Members

Gloucester City and Stroud District Councils may each nominate up to two Co-opted
Members to attend and participate in the Committee’s meetings. Co-opted Members may
take a full part in public debate where they are present, but may not vote. In the event of
the Committee discussing confidential “exempt” non–public items the general presumption
is that co-opted members shall leave the meeting, although should a co-opted member
make a case to stay, this may be waived at the Chairman’s discretion provided no voting
member raises an objection. Co-opted Members may, in such circumstances, be asked to
leave the meeting while the Chairman seeks views from Voting Members.
(d)

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
1
Members are asked to sign the attendance list.
2.
Substitution of members – Where a substitute member takes the place of a
committee member who is an executive member of the appointing partner authority
the substitute member must also be a member of the executive.
3.
Quorum - The quorum for a meeting shall be five committee members, which shall
include at least one member appointed by each of the five different partner
authorities. No business shall be transacted unless quorum is reached. If quorum is
not reached within 30 minutes of the start of the meeting, (or if quorum ceases to be
present during a meeting), the meeting shall be adjourned to the same time and
venue within five working days of the meeting or to a date determined by the
Chairman.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to
Shire Hall in Westgate Street. Please remain there and await further instructions.
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Agenda Item 7
GLOUCESTERSHIRE JOINT WASTE COMMITTEE
MINUTES of the meeting of the Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee held on Tuesday
12 February 2019 commencing at 10.00 am at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, Gloucester.
PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:
Cllr George Butcher
Cllr Sue Coakley
Cllr Richard Cook
Cllr Bruce Hogan
Cllr Jim Mason
Apologies:
75.

Cllr Chris McFarling
Cllr Nigel Moor
Cllr Terry Pullen
Cllr Ray Theodoulou

Cllr Chris Coleman, Cllr Simon Pickering and Cllr Mark Williams

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No additional declarations made.

76.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS
No public questions received.

77.

MEMBER QUESTIONS
No member questions received.

78.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING - 4 DECEMBER 2018
The minutes were agreed and signed as a correct record.

79.

BUSINESS PLAN 2019-22
79.1

Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Management, introduced the report by
explaining its purpose was to set out a clear plan for the 2019/22 period,
provide a draft budget to support the work of the Committee and support its
decision making in accordance with the Inter-Authority Agreement.

79.2

Members attention was drawn to appendix 2 which outlined challenges
facing the Committee going forward. They were informed that the Committee
faced many external pressures and uncertainty with Brexit, growing global
concern around plastic and food waste, and budget restraints.

79.3

Appendix 3 was also highlighted which set out timescales for the action plan
up until 2022 including; Javelin Park mobilisation arrangements and
Cheltenham’s departure from the partnership.
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80.

79.4

A member stressed their disappointment that the plan lacked an overall goal
of reducing waste in Gloucestershire. It was highlighted that the amount of
recycling had increased but overall waste being produced had also
increased.

79.5

A request was made that page 13 on Appendix 3 row 1.4 was amended as it
should read October 2019 not October 2020.

79.6

The Business Plan 2019-22 was agreed.

RESIDUAL WASTE TREATMENT AND WASTE TRANSFER UPDATE
Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Management, outlined the report and members
noted.

81.

TIPPING AWAY POLICY
81.1

Andy Pritchard, Strategy & Development Manager, presented the findings of
the GCC consultation regarding future adoption of a policy for the tipping
away of waste outside district collection areas. The consultation was carried
out with districts from November to January this year and was in response to
a Cabinet decision in October 2018.

81.2

The purpose of the consultation was to test the application of a formula
developed by the National Association of Waste Disposal Officers and to
highlight any concerns. It was noted that no response was received from
Gloucester City or Stroud District.

81.3

Members were informed that all districts Councils who made representations
to the consultation highlighted the following similar concerns:
 The model should allow full cost recovery;
 It should be flexible to take account of different routes and vehicle types
etc.
 It should also take account of external factors such as traffic congestion;
and
 All respondents requested to be involved in agreeing the data used when
arriving at a payment level.

81.4

It was concluded that the next stage was for GCC to review all consultation
submissions before reaching a decision on the adoption of a tipping away
policy.

81.5

Following discussions, the Committee agreed that even though the final
decision would lie with the Cabinet at GCC, it would be useful for the
members to be updated. Committee member and Cabinet member for
Environment and Planning Cllr Nigel Moor, confirmed this would be
appropriate for the next meeting.
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82.

81.6

There were several comments from members concerning what method
would be most practical for different areas to deliver waste to Javelin Park,
and the costs associated. In response, the Chair confirmed that this item was
a theoretical paper on a compensation formula for waste delivery not a
practical perspective of how this was going to be done.

81.7

A member stressed that the model should promote the best transfer option
for each area, both economically and environmentally. It was highlighted that
there may well be suitable economic reasons for districts to use a particular
method but the environmental impact may be much greater. In response
officers confirmed there was no ‘off the shelf model’ for determining whether
waste transfer is needed, each would be dealt with on a case by case basis,
on those specific circumstances. The Tipping Away policy would provide an
agreed approach for making payments in instances where a WCA was
directed to tip beyond its boundary and where waste transfer was not
provided.

81.8

It was pointed out that Gloucestershire wouldn’t be the only area faced with
similar issues outlined above. If this formula is well established in other
authorities; there should be an opportunity to consult and see how others
have addressed these issues. This suggestion was welcomed by officers.

NATIONAL WASTE AND RESOURCES STRATEGY
82.1

Andy Pritchard, Strategy & Development Manager, gave a brief overview of
the report. It was explained that in December the Government published a
new national strategy with a thorough direction of travel on public policy
relating to resources and waste.

82.2

It was emphasised that this would have fairly significant impact as it sets an
ambition for the UK to become a world leader in using resources efficiently
and in reducing the amount of waste created. It was also pointed out that the
strategy re-instated the commitment to eliminating plastic waste within the
next 25 years and eliminating all avoidable wastes for 2050.

82.3

Member’s attention was drawn to the following specific points of the strategy:
 the introduction of a tax on plastic packaging which contains less than
30% recycled plastic;
 a strengthening of regulations on producers, building upon the ‘polluter
pays’ principle;
 the reforming of waste crime regulations;
 the commitment to reducing food waste; and
 section 3 which perhaps has the most impact on local authorities.

82.4

A member welcomed the new approach on measuring progress. They felt it
was an important move to consider impact based targets. The Committee
also welcomed the increased emphasis on those producing excess plastics
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taking responsibility for recycling/disposing of them. Manufacturers have
historically placed this burden on the local authorities.

83.

84.

82.5

Several members raised concerns that some of the suggestions could have
a significant cost implication on local authorities, and potentially the tax
payer. The Committee were informed that officers from the Joint Waste
Team had attended workshops in the development stages of the strategy,
and were encouraged to here local authority views had been taken into
account throughout the process.

82.6

As stated in the report, there were three streams up for consultation this
year; Extended Producer Responsibility, Deposit Return Scheme and
Consistent Collection Systems. Officers recommended drafting a response
for approval by the Committee to these 3 consultations as they potentially
hold a significant impact for local government if adopted. Members agreed
that these responses should be reviewed at the next meeting of the
Committee (or as the national consultations might dictate).

2018/21 ACTION PLAN UPDATE
83.1

Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Management, presented an update to
the Committee on progress made against the 2018/21 action plan. The
request to extend the completion date on project 5.1 was highlighted.

83.2

Overall, members welcomed the good progress made by the team against
each action point. A discussion followed on appendix 2 which referred to a
current high level risk relating to budget monitoring and expenditure by
Ubico.

83.3

Members raised questions regarding Ubico’s involvement in the planning
process for new developments. It was highlighted that being unware of new
developments beforehand, and thus being able to incorporate the additional
need into their financial plan, may be leading to the financial risks and
disruption to long-term planning outlined in the report.

83.4

In response, members were assured that both the Joint Waste Team and
Ubico were consulted on new planning developments, and also that
guidance was in place for developers on waste management requirements.

83.5

It was noted however, that there are increasing situations where developers
are not sticking to the plans agreed. Local authorities increasingly need to
take enforcement action where development varies from the submitted
plans.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS MONITORING REPORT
Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Management, outlined the report and members
noted.
-4-
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85.

QUARTER 3 PERFORMANCE MONITORING
85.1

Andy Pritchard, Strategy and Development Manager, gave a brief overview
of the report and members noted the following points:






There has been an increase in overall waste by around 2.5%;
the majority of this waste however has been recycled;
the kilograms per household of waste has reduced, this is slight but is
going in the right direction;
garden waste tonnage was slightly down this year but that is due to the
dry summer we experienced; and
the County performance on recycling has improved from last year,
consistently heading towards the 60% target.

85.2

Members noticed there has been an increase in food waste capture and a
discussion was held on how food waste could best be tackled.

85.3

In response, members were advised that as a starting point, where there is
food waste it is much better that it is recycled rather than going into residual
waste. Secondly, it was accepted that more work needs to be done to make
sure all prevention and reuse/redistribution measures are exhausted before
we end up with food waste at all.
CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 11:15.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE JOINT WASTE COMMITTEE
NOTES of the meeting of the Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee held on Tuesday 18 June
2019 commencing at 10.00 am at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, Gloucester.
PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:
Cllr Chris Coleman
Cllr Richard Cook
Andrew Doherty
Cllr Andy Moore
Apologies:

Cllr Nigel Moor
Cllr Sid Phelps
Cllr Lynden Stowe

Cllr Jim Mason and Cllr Mark Williams

Officers in attendance: Julie Davies, Wayne Lewis, Andy Pritchard, Roger Smith and Scott
Williams, Gareth Edmundson (Ubico)

86.

ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON
The required quorum for meetings of the Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee is that
there be five committee members in attendance, which shall include at least one member
appointed by each of the five different partner authorities. On 18 June 2019 no
representative from Tewkesbury Council was in attendance which meant that a quorum had
not been reached.
Members from all other partner authorities, a co-opted member, and officers from across the
Joint Waste Team and the district councils were in attendance. Partner authority members
therefore agreed to proceed with the published agenda items, and that notes of the meeting
be produced for information. The Democratic Services Officer present agreed with this
approach.
As this was now an informal meeting the minutes of the previous meeting could not be
formally received and agreed. Public and Member questions could also not be received
(although it is important to note that none were received by the published deadline).
Given that the meeting was not quorate a Chairperson for this meeting only was elected.
The formal appointment of committee Chairperson and Vice Chairperson would be
addressed at the committee’s meeting on 8 October 2019.
Cllr Nigel Moor was elected Chairperson for this meeting.

87.

ELECTION OF VICE CHAIRPERSON
Please see the note above.

88.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Please see the note above.

89.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING - 12 FEBRUARY 2019
Please see the note above.

90.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS
Please see the note above.

-1-
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91.

MEMBER QUESTIONS
Please see the note above.

92.

COMMITTEE REVIEW OF FUTURE OPTIONS
The final report of the Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee Partnership: Review of Future
Options had not yet been shared with members (it was emailed to all committee members
on 24 June 2019). John Enright, Project Director, Local Partnerships, brought the meeting
up to date with activity since the committee’s discussions on this matter at the workshop on
30 April 2019. The presentation slides from the workshop were sent to the new members of
the committee for information (19 June 2019).
At the workshop on 30 April 2019 it had become clear that there remained a commitment to
partnership working; but that this did not necessarily need to be through a formal committee
structure.
Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Team, informed the meeting that he was in the process
of setting up monthly meetings with the Senior Managers Group in order to develop the
structure of a future partnership, including identifying key workstreams, aims and objectives.
In particular identifying common issues that would be best addressed together.
In response to a question the Cheltenham Cabinet Member for Clean and Green
Environment outlined the reasons for his decision to advise Cheltenham Borough Council to
withdraw from the Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee.
The Managing Director, Ubico Limited, indicated that he had not as yet had an opportunity to
contribute to this discussion. However he was able to inform the meeting that Ubico were
supportive of working in partnership.
It was commented that it was important to differentiate between the delivery of the waste
agenda and the politics surrounding it.
The meeting agreed to support tasking the Senior Managers Group to develop proposals for
the future role and structure of a Gloucestershire wide waste partnership, and that a draft
proposal be brought to the committee meeting on 8 October 2019. The Senior Manager
Group would liaise as appropriate with all Gloucestershire local authorities in developing
proposals, with current non-voting members of the joint committee invited to participate in
the work.
(Governance note: Although this was not a quorate committee meeting given the short time
frame for this work all members present agreed that this work must proceed at pace. The
Democratic Services Officer present agreed with this approach.)

93.

REVIEW OF FOOD WASTE AGREEMENTS
Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Team, presented the report. He drew attention to the
points at paragraph 2.1 in the report that agreements should:• Be equitable;
• Reward good performance;
• Incentivise continuous improvement; and
• Acknowledge that different levels of performance may result from social
demographic factors.
The Head of the Joint Waste Team would develop proposals in consultation with the Senior
Managers Group.
It was agreed that an update report would be received at the 8 October 2019 meeting.

-2-
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The meeting noted the report.

94.

RESIDUAL WASTE TREATMENT UPDATE
The meeting noted the report.

95.

ACTION PLAN UPDATE
The Head of the Joint Waste Team informed the meeting that it was important to bear in
mind that the development of a new waste partnership structure would impact on the
timeline for some of this work. The focus going forward, would be on business critical
matters.
The committee noted the report.

96.

GARDEN WASTE BULKING, TRANSFER AND COMPOSTING PROVISION
Andy Pritchard, Strategy and Development Manager, gave a detailed presentation of the
report.
There was a shared concern about the cost implications for the district councils dependent
upon the location of the treatment sites and transfer stations; in particular whether this factor
was included in the evaluation criteria for the bids. It was agreed that the procurement team
would consider this issue.
The meeting noted the report.

97.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS PROVISIONAL OUTTURN 2018/19 REPORT AND
THE APPROVED 2019/20 REVENUE BUDGET
The Head of the Joint Waste Team presented the report.
Questions were asked with regard to the potential for developer contributions for waste
collection receptacles. It was established that Tewkesbury Borough Council did have a
standard approach to developers and had received contributions. The other district councils
had not been as successful as yet. It was agreed that it would be helpful for the committee to
receive a report on this matter at the meeting on 8 October 2019.
The meeting noted the report.

98.

PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR 2018/19
The Strategy and Development Manager gave a detailed presentation of the report.
In response to a question it was clarified that there were no bidders for the contract for the
collection and recycling of hard plastic from HRC sites; this has been the position for many
years.
The meeting noted the report.

99.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT FOR 2018-19
Julie Davies, Environment and Waste Policy Officer, presented the report.
It was agreed that it would be helpful to include figures for Stroud District and Gloucester
City Councils to gain a clearer picture of the position across the county. Representatives
from these councils agreed that they were happy to provide this information.
The meeting noted the report.
-3-
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Meeting concluded at 11.45 am
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Agenda Item 8
Future Waste Partnership Proposal

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8th October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Team, 01452 425504,
wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Main Consultees

Voting and non-voting members of the Gloucestershire Joint Waste
Committee (GJWC).

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update members on work by the Senior
Managers Group (SMG) to develop a proposal for future waste
partnership working. The work aims to deliver a framework that meets
the future requirements for continued partnership working in waste
management as identified by the recent review of the GJWC completed
by Local Partnerships.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:
a) Considers the proposals for a new Gloucestershire Resources
and Waste Partnership set out in this report;
b) Authorises the SMG to finalise the proposals and develop terms
of reference for the new Gloucestershire Resources and Waste
Partnership;
c) Recommends to each of the Gloucestershire local authorities
that they consider the terms of reference and agree to join the
new Gloucestershire Resources and Waste Partnership by 13th
December 2019; and
d) Agrees that Gloucestershire County Council (GCC), Forest of
Dean District Council and Tewkesbury Borough Council
complete the transfer of Joint Waste Team (JWT) staff as set
out in section 2.7 this report by 13th December 2019.
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Resource
Implications

There are no direct costs related to the partnership, although it is
proposed that a working budget for countywide communications and
joint projects is created through the successor arrangements to the
Food Waste Collection and Delivery Arrangements that are currently
being negotiated between GCC and district councils. This is set out in
section 2.9 of this report.
It is proposed that GCC employs a Partnership and Community
Engagement officer that will help the SMG to coordinate the activities
of the future partnership and lead on the delivery of joint
communications and projects. This post will (subject to a job evaluation
outcome) be funded by existing GCC revenue budget. If a funding
shortfall exists, then the balance of funding will be taken from GCC’s
contribution to the proposed countywide communications and joint
projects fund.
It is proposed that future partnership meetings are hosted on a rotating
annual programme, which may require some clerical support estimated
at £2,000 per annum. This will also be drawn from the proposed
countywide communications and joint projects fund.

1.

Background

The Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee (GJWC) is formally constituted
between:
 Cheltenham Borough Council;

1.1



Cotswold District Council;



Forest of Dean District Council;



Gloucestershire County Council; and



Tewkesbury Borough Council.

1.2
Stroud District Council and Gloucester City Council attend committee meetings
as non-voting members.
1.3
On 6th December 2018 Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC) sent notice of its
intention to leave the GJWC. This triggers the Termination provisions within the InterAuthority Agreement (IAA) that governs the committee. These require the GJWC to be
dissolved in 12 months, unless two or more of the remaining partners serve a
Continuance Notice on all of the other partners no later than 3 months before the
Dissolution Date. A Continuance Notice has not been served (with the deadline being
13th September 2019), meaning that the GJWC will end on 13th December 2019.
1.4 Local Partnerships were commissioned to assist in reviewing the current
partnership arrangements and to help consider future options. They conducted one to
one interviews with each Gloucestershire local authority, held a workshop session with
joint committee members (voting and non-voting) and circulated a draft report for
comment before presenting their findings to the GJWC meeting on 18th June 2019.
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1.5 This work confirmed GJWC members’ (voting and non-voting) preference for a less
formal partnership with countywide membership. It also concluded that the retention of
an intelligent client function remained important and that the partnership should
continue to be owned and operated by the constituent local authorities. It recommended
that consideration also be given to the relationship with the local authority trading
companies working in Gloucestershire; particularly Ubico which provides waste
management services to a number of Gloucestershire local authorities.
1.6 Some of the areas of mutual interest on which the future partnership could focus
were also identified and included (amongst others) managing recyclate sales;
marketing/communications; seeking funding; lobbying government and fighting waste
crime.
1.7 Local Partnerships found little consensus amongst the partner councils on the
future role of the Joint Waste Team (JWT), but subsequent discussion amongst the
SMG has resulted in a clear preference for statutory waste functions and related
services to be returned to the respective local authorities; meaning that staff within the
JWT will transfer with these services.
1.8 Following the June 2019 meeting of the GJWC, the SMG group has worked with the
non-voting partner councils to develop a proposal for the future role and structure of a
Gloucestershire wide Resources and Waste Partnership. This is set out in section 2.
2. Proposal for a Gloucestershire Resources and Waste Partnership
2.1 Principles
Discussions at recent meetings of the GJWC together with the findings of the Local
Partnerships work demonstrate a continued commitment to partnership working across
Gloucestershire. As both county and district councils have statutory duties relating to
waste (as Waste Disposal Authority and Waste Collection Authorities respectively),
members agree that it’s important to take a joined up approach; making efficient use of
resources in order to deliver a good service to local residents. As such, the following
shared principles are suggested in order to capture the ethos of the new partnership:
 To treat waste as a resource and ensure that it is managed in accordance
with the waste hierarchy;
 To work in partnership to continuously improve waste management
services within Gloucestershire;
 To plan the development of future services together and consult with one
another ahead of service changes; and
 To ensure waste management services are cost effective and minimise
the overall cost to the Gloucestershire taxpayer.
2.2 Vision and Purpose
A clear vision provides a common understanding of why the partnership has been
formed and what it hopes to achieve. Similarly, setting out a stated purpose for the
partnership makes it clear what the partnership will (and will not) do. Local authority
waste management services exist to protect the environment; they must also protect
human health and be affordable. As such the following vision and purpose are
proposed:
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Vision: We will respond to our climate emergency, conserve natural resources and
protect our environment by working together to promote resource efficiency and provide
sustainable, safe and cost effective waste management.
Purpose: To provide countywide leadership and a framework for joint working between
Gloucestershire local authorities on resources and waste matters.
2.3 Objectives
The objectives of the partnership must fit with the priorities set by national government,
reflect wider societal issues and respond to the needs of local residents. Our proposed
objectives are to:
 Help our residents to live more sustainably;
 Promote a circular economy;
 Promote sustainable production;
 Improve local environmental quality;
 Deliver high quality, safe and affordable waste management services; and
 Measure our progress.
Appendix 1 sets out some of the ways in which the partnership could deliver against
these objectives.
2.4 Functions
A key function of the new partnership should be the development of a new Joint
Resources and Waste Strategy for Gloucestershire. The existing joint strategy was
adopted in 2008 and runs until March 2020. It has guided decision making over a
decade in which our waste management services have been transformed. It
acknowledged the threat of climate change and identified the need to reduce waste. It
has steadily met waste reduction, recycling and recovery goals. It now needs to be
replaced by an equally ambitious framework that can guide us over the next decade; a
period in which some dramatic changes to national policy such as greater consistency
in recycling and extended producer responsibility will to take shape. The new strategy
should also link to the joint core strategy and local development plans, so that future
waste services and facilities are considered as an integral part of the growth agenda.
In addition to this strategic function, the new partnership also needs to be clear of its
financial and operational roles. Funding of a future partnership is perhaps the area in
which there has been least consensus in recent months. Existing GJWC members have
questioned the equity of the current funding model. Views vary on the future model.
Some authorities are prepared to fund a partnership in return for clearly defined
outcomes, whereas others are reluctant to commit any funding. Countywide
membership remains an important goal, so the proposed funding requirements of the
new partnership have been kept to a minimum. It is important, however, that the
partnership’s governance framework sets out how it might request funds in future if the
partner councils do wish to commit expenditure to any future projects.
The following functions are proposed:
Strategic
 To develop a strategic policy framework within which the Partner Councils can
each discharge their functions as Waste Disposal Authority (WDA) or Waste
Collection Authority (WCA).
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Discharge on behalf of the Partner Councils responsibilities in relation to countywide communication and promotional activities, public engagement, research
and technical evaluations.
Develop proposals for the future development of waste management that
achieve the partnership’s objectives.

Financial
 Agree a draft budget for the forthcoming financial year to include the proposed
contribution (if any) from each Partner Council, for consideration by each Partner
Council.
 Oversee the operation of any agreed joint projects and plans (such as joint
communications) and monitor the effectiveness of these arrangements.
 Make recommendations to the Partner Councils to request resources as required
to meet the agreed objectives.
Operational
 Develop (for approval by the Partner Councils) and implement a Joint Resources
and Waste Strategy for Gloucestershire, setting out the strategic priorities and
policies for the management of waste within our county.
 Prepare and jointly deliver an annual action plan and communications plan that
deliver the strategic policies and objectives for approval by the Partner Councils.
 Continually seek more efficient ways of delivering the partnership’s objectives
including opportunities for joint procurement, asset sharing and shared service
arrangements.
 Commission work, research and surveys into matters relevant to the agreed
objectives.
 Issue press releases and carry out communications work as the Partnership
deems necessary for the furtherance of the objectives.
2.5 Membership and Composition
The composition of the partnership should remain similar to the existing GJWC
structure. Up to two members can be appointed by each partner council, with at least
one being a member of the Executive at their respective authorities.
A chair and vice chair would be appointed annually, with the vice-chair assuming the
chairing role at the end of each year and a new vice-chair appointed.
The appointment of the first chair of the partnership and of a new vice-chair each year
would be by election.
Each Gloucestershire local authority will be invited to join. Other individuals (such as
guest speakers) would be able to attend meetings by invitation from the chair. It is
anticipated that Ubico would continue to be invited to the partnership meetings.
2.6 Officer Support
2.6.1 Senior Managers Group
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The SMG will be retained and will consist of one senior officer from each partner
council. Chairing of the SMG will mirror that of the resources and waste partnership
meeting; rotating annually.
The functions of the SMG will be to:
 Develop a Joint Resources and Waste Strategy for Gloucestershire (for
agreement by the partnership and for adoption by each partner council);
 Prepare and deliver an annual action plan and communications plan;
 Prepare and monitor an annual budget (if and when one exists);
 Prepare a forward plan, agendas and meeting notes for Partnership meetings;
 Prepare reports and recommendations for Partnership meetings;
 Ensure that any functions delegated to the Partnership are discharged effectively
and in accordance with the Partnership’s Terms of References.
GCC will employ a new Partnership and Community Engagement Officer (reallocating
budget from another GCC funded open position within the JWT) that will support the
SMG chair and coordinate jointly delivered work (particularly the proposed joint
communications plan).
2.6.2 Communications Working Group
It is proposed that a Communications Working Group is formed. This will consist of at
least one officer from each partner council and will report to the SMG. This group will be
responsible for the development, implementation and monitoring of the annual
Communications Plan.
Campaigns will be delivered under the “Gloucestershire Recycles” brand, with
localised, district variations as appropriate. This will ensure that local campaigns are in
keeping with and can benefit from the wider national campaigns delivered for
government by WRAP.
2.6.3 Gloucestershire Waste, Safety and Health (GWASH)
GWASH is an existing working group that meets quarterly. Membership currently
comprises of all Gloucestershire councils, local contractors including Enovert, Ubico,
Biffa and Amey, together with a representative from the Health Safety Executive. The
forum provides a platform to enable the sharing of health and safety best practice in
waste collection and disposal. It is proposed that this group be retained and that it
continues to provide an annual Health & Safety report to the Partnership.
2.6.4 Proposed Officer Structure
The proposed officer structure is illustrated in figure 1. Other task and finish groups may
be commissioned by the SMG as necessary for the achievement of the strategic
policies and objectives.
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Figure 1: Proposed Officer Structure

2.7 Joint Waste Team
The cessation of the GJWC and the return of waste functions to the individual partner
councils means that the JWT will disband on 13th December 2019. The JWT are
employed by GCC. The four roles that will transfer as part of this service transfer
(subject to council decisions at Forest of Dean D.C and Tewkesbury B.C) are listed in
table 1.
Table 1: Staff Transfer
Role
Contracts Manager Collections & Street
Scene West (0.8 FTE)
Recycling & Waste Officer - Contracts
Recycling & Waste Officer - Promotions
Environment & Waste Policy Officer

Transfer
To Forest of Dean D.C
To Forest of Dean D.C
To Forest of Dean D.C
To Tewkesbury B.C

These roles transferred in to the JWT when it was formed and will transfer back to their
previous employing authorities.
A fifth role – Contracts Manager Collections & Street Scene East will be deleted, as the
post holder has recently been appointed to a new role within Publica. A secondment
back to the JWT on a 0.5 FTE basis until 13th December has been agreed.
The Head of the Joint Waste Team is a jointly funded role. District council contributions
to this post will cease on the 13th December, with the post holder remaining in
employment at GCC.
The current JWT structure is set out in appendix 2.
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2.8 Meetings
It is proposed that the partnership meets on a quarterly basis. Should there be a
requirement for voting, then this would be on a single vote per partner council. In the
event of a tied vote then the chair shall have a casting vote.
If a proposal on which a vote is held has a direct financial impact on a partner council,
then that proposal would only proceed if supported by the partner council(s) affected.
The partnership could only make decisions on the functions delegated to it. Any other
decisions would be a matter for determination by the individual partner councils.
As the new partnership will not have any legal powers or duties delegated to it, there
will no longer be a requirement for meetings to be held in public. Meetings will be an
opportunity to workshop on the development of future plans and policies, to exchange
information and receive updates from officers, service delivery partners and invited
industry experts.
2.9 Funding
Each partner council will remain responsible for funding its own service costs.
As part of the current renegotiation of the Food Waste Collection and Delivery
Arrangements, it is proposed that a partnership projects and communication fund is
established. This would involve a proportion (of up to £10k/annum) of the discretionary
payment made by GCC to WCAs being top sliced and allocated to joint partnership
projects and communications. GCC would match-fund each contribution up to
£10k/annum, meaning that if all six Gloucestershire local authorities joined the
partnership, a fund of up to £120k per annum could be generated.
The allocation of funding would be decided by the partnership as part of an annual
action planning and communications planning process. Implementation would then be
overseen by the SMG with regular progress reporting to the partnership.
A mechanism is also needed for determining how any other partnership shared costs
would be agreed (for example, if any joint research or studies were commissioned). It is
proposed that the following formula be applied in such instances:
GCC share = GCC waste revenue budget / (GCC waste revenue budget + Total
WCAs waste revenue budget) x Total shared cost
Illustration:
Joint project costing £50k
GCC waste budget £25m
Total WCAs waste budget £10m
GCC share = £25,000,000 / (£25,000,000 + £10,000,000) x £50,000 =£35,714
WCA share = £50,000 - £35,714 = £14,285
Individual WCA share (assuming 6 WCAs) = £14,285/6 = £2,381
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(Figures used are for illustrative purposes and are not actual budget figures)
2.10

Links with Ubico Governance Framework

Ubico is a Local Authority Trading Company jointly owned by its shareholding councils:
Cheltenham B.C, Cotswold D.C, Forest of Dean D.C, Gloucestershire C.C, Stroud D.C,
Tewkesbury B.C and West Oxfordshire D.C.
It delivers waste, recycling and street care services for Cheltenham B.C, Cotswold D.C,
Stroud D.C, Tewkesbury B.C and West Oxfordshire D.C. These services are currently
outsourced to Biffa in the Forest of Dean. Ubico provides Household Waste Recycling
Centre management services for Gloucestershire C.C.
The company has its own governance structure. It has a board of directors and regular
shareholder meetings. Both Ubico and the SMG have identified a gap: the individuals
appointed to represent each local authority shareholder are different to those
individuals appointed to the GJWC. This has at times resulted in the decisions taken by
the company not taking sufficient account of the views/needs of the commissioners that
make up the GJWC and vice versa.
Following discussions between the SMG and Ubico it is proposed that Ubico be invited
to attend future Resources and Waste Partnership meetings. In addition to this, Ubico is
currently giving consideration to expanding its regular shareholder meetings to invite
the Cabinet Members and Lead Commissioners with responsibility for waste at each of
the shareholding councils. This should ensure greater alignment of Ubico’s business
planning with the work of the new Resources and Waste Partnership. Efforts will be
made to align meeting dates wherever possible so as to minimise the number of
meetings that need to be attended.
3. Next Steps
3.1
The SMG will finalise the partnership proposal following any feedback gained
from the GJWC. With the committee’s approval it will draft terms of reference for the
new Resources and Waste Partnership, which each Gloucestershire local authority will
be invited to join.
3.2
Consultation will commence with JWT staff on the likely transfer of certain roles
within the team to Forest of Dean D.C and Tewkesbury B.C, subject to agreement by
full council at each of these authorities.
3.3 Preparations will be made for the dissolution of the GJWC in line with the
requirements of the IAA, which will include the preparation of draft final accounts for
presentation to the next and final meeting of the GJWC in December.
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Appendix 1 – Partnership Objectives
1. Help residents to live more sustainably by:
a. Providing information and advice on waste prevention and reuse;
b. Providing clear, consistent information and advice on the recycling
services that we provide;
c. Supporting local communities in their waste reduction efforts (such as
supporting plastic free communities, repair and reuse initiatives, food
redistribution schemes etc.);
d. Supporting local residents to reduce waste (by promoting food waste
avoidance, home composting, the use of real nappies etc.).
2. Promote a circular economy by:
a. Providing recycling services for as many different material types as we
can (through a combination of kerbside collections, bring systems and
HRCs);
b. Providing kerbside recycling services that collect a consistent set of dry
recyclable materials from households;
c. Providing recycling services that achieve high levels of material quality;
d. Only collecting materials for recycling where sustainable, auditable end
use markets are in place;
e. Providing weekly, separate food waste collections;
f. Providing separate collections for garden waste;
g. Working in partnership with GFirst LEP and other stakeholders to develop
and support local markets for reuse, remanufacture and recycling;
h. Supporting local businesses to reduce, reuse and recycle their waste; and
i. Reducing household residual waste and recovering energy from the
residual waste that we do collect.
3. Promote sustainable production by:
a. Lobbying government for extended producer responsibility so that
producers pay the full costs of managing materials (such as packaging)
that they place on the market; and
b. Lobbying government for better, more resource efficient product design
(so that materials are more durable and/or more easily recycled).
4. Improve local environmental quality by:
a. Developing communication campaigns to reduce litter and fly-tipping;
b. Sharing intelligence and best practice to tackle fly-tipping;
c. Working together to coordinate the cleaning of fast roads; and
d. Working with our service providers to reduce the emissions associated
with our operations.
5. Deliver high quality and affordable local waste management services by:
a. Providing good customer service;
b. Providing regular, clear service information;
c. Planning for future growth and development - working with planners and
developers to provide efficient, easy to use collection services;
d. Procuring services and managing contracts effectively (and jointly where
a business case exists);
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e. Reviewing and planning for future waste collection, transfer, treatment
and depot needs in a consistent and collaborative way in order to make
best use of our assets;
f. Developing income generation and cost saving initiatives;
g. Prioritising Health, Safety and Environment management systems,
regularly reviewing our performance;
h. Recruiting, retaining and developing staff with the skills, abilities and
qualities required to meet our objectives.
6. Measure our progress by:
a. Developing a set of key waste management performance indicators that
include not only traditional weight based measures, but also carbon
accounting measures;
b. Maintaining and seeking to continuously improve the collection and
reporting of local authority collected waste data and performance trends;
c. Measuring and reporting against Local Environmental Quality Measures;
d. Working with government to streamline and improve national reporting
requirements;
e. Measuring and reporting contract and service delivery KPIs; and
f. Sharing data and performance information in an open and consistent way
to facilitate benchmarking and continuous improvement.
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Appendix 2 – Joint Waste Team
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Agenda Item 9
Review of Food Waste Agreements

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8th October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Gloucestershire Joint Waste Team

Main Consultees

Gloucestershire Waste Collection Authorities.

Purpose of Report

To update the joint committee on the progress of a review of the Food
Waste Collection and Delivery Arrangements in place between
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) and Waste Collection
Authorities (WCAs).

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:

wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

I. Notes the progress of the current review, and;
II. Offers feedback to GCC on the proposed payment model set out
within this report ahead of a GCC cabinet decision on its adoption.
Resource
Implications

GCC is seeking to reduce current levels of expenditure on the Food
Waste Collection and Delivery Arrangements, meaning there is
potential for reduced income to WCAs in future. The proposed payment
model continues to provide a discretionary payment over and above
statutory recycling credits. Payments to WCAs would increase when
residual waste levels per household are reduced and decrease when
residual waste levels increase.
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1. Background
1.1GCC reached a decision in June 2019 to serve 12 months notice on each of the
Gloucestershire WCAs to terminate the existing Food Waste Collection and Delivery
Arrangements and to conduct discussions with each authority with a view to
entering new arrangements. Entering in to new arrangements will be a further key
decision for GCC. Notices were issued to each WCA in July 2019.
1.2 At its meeting in June 2019, the GJWC noted that whilst the current arrangements
provided a valued source of funding for WCAs, there was some disparity in the
payments made: The payments vary between £25.75 and £73.86 per tonne of food
waste recycled; Payment caps are in place for some WCAs, but not for others. It
was also noted that GCC needed to reduce the overall value of payments made in
response to continued revenue budget pressures.
1.3 The GJWC agreed that any future agreements should:





Be equitable;
Reward good performance;
Incentivise continuous improvement; and
Acknowledge that different levels of performance may result from social
demographic factors.

1.4 The Joint Waste Team (JWT) has met regularly with the Senior Managers Group
(SMG) to discuss a future payment system. Membership was extended to include
the non-voting GJWC members; Gloucester City Council and Stroud District Council.
A number of different payment models have been considered by the group, which
has been able to shortlist these to a preferred option on which a broad consensus
has been reached.
2. Proposed Payment Model
2.1 The proposed model is based on a three-part payment:
i. A fixed payment, in recognition that all WCAs have invested in recycling and
composting services and as a result have certain fixed or standing costs.
ii. An incentive or performance payment, determined by a WCAs performance
against a household residual waste target.
iii. A partnership and communications match fund payment, where each WCA
makes an agreed annual contribution that is matched by GCC.
2.2 Fixed Payment
2.2.1 All WCAs have invested in comprehensive recycling and composting collection
services, including the collection of a wide range of dry recyclable materials,
separate collections of food and garden waste, and controls on the amount of
residual waste collected (such as “no side waste policies). It is considered equitable
that each WCA should receive a fixed sum as a proportion of the proposed payment
model. The amount will be the same for each WCA.
2.3 Performance Payment
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2.3.1 Despite similar levels of investment and broadly similar service configurations,
performance levels vary. It is acknowledged that socio-demographic factors can
influence waste and recycling performance. Areas with higher levels of social
deprivation generally tend to be lower recyclers and higher residual waste
producers. Housing stock can also have an effect, with urban areas typically being
lower recyclers and higher waste producers than suburban and rural areas.
2.3.2 It is also considered important to recognise and reward good performance.
WCAs that collect less residual waste per household help reduce the disposal costs
paid by GCC, whilst those that collect more residual waste per household increase
disposal costs. The second part of the proposed payment will reward low residual
waste producers. It will make a payment to those that generate lower than average
amounts of residual waste per household. WCAs generating higher than average
amounts of residual waste per household will receive a lower payment (or no
payment). An agreed unit payment would be made for each kilogramme per
household per year (kg/HH/yr) by which a WCA exceeds its performance target, so
that good performance is recognised and rewarded.
2.3.3 As outlined in paragraph 2.3.1, socio-demographic factors and housing stock
can have an influence on the performance of waste and recycling collection
systems. Consequently it is proposed that rather than each WCA being set the same
residual waste performance target, that they are instead set a target adjusted for
demographic factors (using the National Readership Survey (NRS) Social Grade
classification or similar agreed system).
2.4 Partnership and Communications Match Fund
2.4.1 Regular, consistent and clear communications messages help residents to
recycle the right materials more often, boosting recycling rates and reducing residual
waste. WCAs and WDAs have a shared interest in this work area, with joint working
on communications likely to form an important part of the future Resources and
Waste Partnership for Gloucestershire (which is described in more detail elsewhere
on today’s agenda). The third part of the proposed payment system would see each
WCA contribute a fixed sum to a new “partnership and communications fund”, with
GCC match-funding each WCA contribution. This will create an annual working
budget for the new partnership that will help to further reduce waste and increase
recycling. The allocation and expenditure of this fund would be managed by the new
partnership. It will help ensure that clear, consistent, messages are communicated,
whilst allowing for appropriate localisation of campaigns.
2.5 Targets and Indicative Payments
2.5.1 Table 1 sets out how targets for the performance based element of the payment
model could be calculated. The adjusted target takes account of demographics. It
has been calculated using WRAP’s “food waste ready reckoner”. This predicts the
amount of food waste that councils can expect to collect for recycling based on the
NRS social grade classification. The proportional differences between the
predictions for each Gloucestershire WCA within the WRAP ready reckoner have
been applied to household residual waste tonnages, so that WCAs with higher levels
of deprivation are set a slightly higher residual waste target and vice versa.
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2.5.2 Some further work on the relationship between residual waste figures and
deprivation levels is being completed in order to check the validity of the application
of the WRAP ready reckoner. So, whilst there is broad consensus that an
adjustment to the performance target for demographic factors is desirable, the
methodology to be used for this is yet to be finalised.
Table 1: Residual Household Waste Targets

Residual
HH Waste
T/yr
(18/19)

Variance
from
Mean
Households Kg/HH/yr kg/HH/yr

Mean HH
Residual
Waste
Adjusted
2018/19
Target
(Kg/HH/yr) (Kg/HH/yr)

Cheltenham

24,340

55,150

441

57

384

379

Cotswold

15,948

42,500

375

-9

384

366

Forest of Dean

14,905

37,980

392

8

384

402

Gloucester City

26,104

56,590

461

77

384

414

Stroud

13,497

52,480

257

-127

384

375

Tewkesbury

15,110

40,090

377

-7

384

372

109,906
Mean: 384

2.5.3 Table 2 uses 2018/19 residual household waste figures to set out the indicative
payments that would be made to each WCA under the proposed model. The unit
payments for each part of the payment model are yet to be finalised, but SMG
officers broadly agree that an appropriate split would be a:
i.
ii.

iii.

Fixed payment of £50,000 per WCA per year;
Performance payment of £50,000 per WCA per year for meeting an agreed
household residual waste target, with £500 per kg/hh/yr added or deducted for
each kg/hh/yr variance from the agreed performance target (with a floor payment
of £0 and no ceiling payment); and
Partnership and communications matching contribution of £10,000 per WCA, by
GCC.
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Table 2 Indicative payments
Performance
payment per
kg/HH/yr: £

Unit Payments
Cheltenham
Cotswold
Forest of Dean
Gloucester City
Stroud
Tewkesbury
Total

500

Fixed payment
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
50,000
£
300,000

Performance
payment
(based on
Adjusted
Residual
Waste figure)
£
50,000
£
18,815
£
45,514
£
54,881
£
26,383
£
108,967
£
47,695
£
302,254

Communications
match fund
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
10,000
£
60,000

Total
£ 78,815
£ 105,514
£ 114,881
£ 86,383
£ 168,967
£ 107,695
£ 662,254

2.5.4 The partnership and communications match fund would create a working budget
for the proposed new Resources and Waste Partnership of up to £120k annually,
with contributions of up to £10k per WCA and up to £60k from GCC.
3. Agreements
3.1 Subject to any feedback from the committee, the JWT will recommend to GCC that
it agrees to adopt and fund the new three-part payment model, replacing the current
Food Waste and Collection Agreements. The new payment continues to reward and
incentivise WCA efforts to reduce waste and increase recycling; it also provides a
mechanism by which greater partnership working, particularly on joint
communications, can be resourced.
3.2 As has been the case with the existing Food Waste and Collection Agreements, an
agreement would need to be reached between GCC and each WCA on the payment
system. It is recommended that the same payment system be applied to each
agreement between GCC and the WCAs (save for the adjusted residual waste
performance targets as described in paragraph 2.5 of this report).
3.3 The agreements should set out the commitments of both parties and will be
developed with support from legal services colleagues within GCC. It is
recommended that the WCAs be required to commit to the continued delivery of
comprehensive recycling collection services that continue to meet government
guidance over time, which will include as a minimum:




The collection for recycling of paper, card, cans, plastics and glass;
The separate collection of food waste;
The separate collection of garden waste; and,
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Limits on the amount of residual waste collected from the kerbside (of no more
than 120 litres per week).

3.4 Similarly, GCC should commit to the continued provision of facilities for the
anaerobic digestion of food waste and the composting of garden waste. All parties
should commit to continue to work in partnership through the new Gloucestershire
Resources and Waste Partnership to deliver a long term strategic direction for waste
management in Gloucestershire and deliver joint projects and campaigns to reduce
waste and increase recycling.
3.5 It is proposed that the new agreements have a minimum term of two years and after
that period may be terminated by giving at least twelve months notice. This provides
a minimum initial term of three years. There should be flexibility to revisit the value of
the partnership and communications fund annually, with any changes mutually
agreed.
3.6 It is proposed that a decision on the adoption of the new payment model be taken
by GCC in December 2019, with Agreements to be reached with each WCA ahead
of implementation of the new payment system in July 2020 (or earlier by mutual
agreement).
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Agenda Item 10
Proposal for the adoption of a Waste Tipping Away Policy

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8th October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Andy Pritchard, Gloucestershire Joint Waste Team

Main Consultees

Gloucestershire Waste Collection Authorities.

Purpose of Report

To present to the joint committee the consultation feedback relating to
a Tipping Away Policy and to outline the draft policy to be considered
for adoption by GCC Cabinet.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:

andy.pritchard@gloucestershire.gov.uk

I.Notes the contents of the report and the draft policy to be
considered for adoption by GCC.
II.Considers whether it wishes to provide any further comments to the
GCC cabinet ahead of its consideration of the adoption of a
tipping away policy on 9th October.
Resource
Implications

The adoption of a tipping away policy will provide a framework within
which to inform future service options, and provides clarity on our
approach to compliance with the statutory duty for a Waste Disposal
Authority to compensate Waste Collection Authorities when they are
directed to deliver waste for treatment or disposal to a location that is
an unreasonable distance beyond their district boundary.
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1. Background
1.1 The transportation of waste collected by Waste Collection Authorities (WCAs) to
a point of disposal is a key component of the waste services operated by the
GCC as a Waste Disposal Authority (WDA). Under the Environmental Protection
Act (EPA) s52(10) a WDA can direct a WCA to deliver waste collected by the
WCA to a point of disposal outside of its administrative area. In so doing, the
WDA becomes liable to make a reasonable financial contribution to the WCA in
respect of costs it reasonably incurs in complying with that direction, where the
disposal point is unreasonably far from the administrative area of the WCA;
sometimes known as a “Tipping Away” payment.
1.2 The adoption of a Waste Tipping Away Payment Policy has been discussed
previously at JWC meetings, and was also considered by GCC Cabinet on10th
October 2018, with the resulting decision being that Cabinet:
-

Authorised the Head of the Joint Waste Management to conduct a
consultation exercise with the District, Borough and City Councils within
Gloucestershire as to the:
(a)

adoption of the NAWDO model as the financial mechanism for the
calculation of Tipping Away payments under s52(10) Environmental
Protection Act 1990 (EPA);

(b)

operational issues and any other relevant considerations which should
be taken into account in the development of a Tipping Away Policy.

- Required the Head of the Joint Waste Management to report back to Cabinet
with the results of and recommendations arising from the consultation
authorised under paragraph 1.7.1 above.
1.3 Consultation on the adoption of a Waste Tipping Away Policy based upon the
following NAWDO model was undertaken with Gloucestershire WCAs between
22nd November 2018 and 16th January 2019.
1.4 The model provides a framework for calculating a reasonable financial
contribution on the following basis;
Payment

=

No. of journeys
by vehicles

x

2(D-d)
Average speed

x

Average hourly
operating costs

where;
 Payment for a specific period is based upon the number of journeys
made in that period.
 D = the distance travelled from the WCAs boundary to the disposal point
(doubled to account for a return journey).
 d = the return mileage outside the district boundary beyond which it is
considered unreasonable to travel (the model deducts this from the total
distance travelled). Mileage regarded as “reasonable” therefore becomes
disregarded mileage within the calculation. When deciding upon this
disregarded mileage consideration shall be given to local circumstances
such as the type of road and route used.
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 The average speed of vehicles shall depend upon the route and vehicle
type.
 The average hourly rate of vehicle operating costs (including, if agreed,
idle labour) shall be calculated per vehicle type.
1.5 The consultation asked 8 questions in regard to the application of the NAWDO
model. Feedback was received from Cheltenham Borough Council, Cotswold
District Council, Forest of Dean District Council and Tewkesbury Borough
Council. No responses were received from Stroud District Council and from
Gloucester City Council. Four key points of view were shared amongst these
respondents;
- The model should allow full cost recovery.
- It should be flexible to take account of different routes and vehicle types etc.
- It should also take account of external factors such as traffic congestion; and
- All WCA respondents requested an opportunity to be involved in agreeing the
data used when arriving at a payment level.
These points were the subject of discussion at the Joint Waste Committee
meeting of the 12th February 2019.
1.6 Gloucestershire County Council Cabinet will meet on the 9th October 2019 to
consider a response to the feedback received and to make a decision on the
adoption of a Waste Tipping Away Policy.
1.7 Annex 1 below summarises the consultation feedback received, and outlines
draft responses from GCC to be considered by Cabinet on the 9th October.
Annex 2 presents a draft Tipping Away Policy to be considered for adoption also
at this Cabinet meeting.
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Annex 1; Consultation feedback and draft GCC response
Q1) Does this model consider all appropriate variables? What additional variables, if
any, would you want to see included, and why? Do you have any further comments in
relation to how the requirements of the EPA are captured within this model?
Waste Collection Authorities’ (each a
“WCA”) Responses
The model either does not consider all the
variables, or is not clear in what is included
within each variable and how they are
calculated. Until it is decided what is included
in each variable it is difficult to comment
further.

Waste Disposal Authority's (the “WDA”)
reply
The NAWDO model, on which GCC could
base Gloucestershire’s Tipping Away
Calculation Mechanism (the “TAC
Mechanism”), sets out the top level
methodology to be used rather than a
detailed costing of any particular scenario.
You will not, therefore, see each variable at
this level.
Each WCA will have their own operating
costs which will vary, hence Gloucestershire
County Council (“GCC”), in its capacity as
the WDA, intends to agree reasonable
operating costs in each case. Where these
are not obtainable, or are excessively high,
GCC may use an industry average rate
where available. This would be in order to
determine what constitutes a “reasonable
contribution” by the WDA towards
expenditure reasonably incurred by WCAs in
delivering waste to places which are
“unreasonably far” from their respective
waste collection areas (in accordance with
the WDA’s obligations under Section 52(10)
of the Environmental Protection Act 1990
(“EPA 1990”)).
For the avoidance of doubt, EPA 1990 does
not provide WCAs with a right to receive full
cost recovery from the WDA.

Are capital and other one-off costs of change As stated above, GCC intends to agree
included? Will the model include all real reasonable operating costs in each case.
operating costs?
Where these are not obtainable, or are
excessively high, GCC may use an industry
average rate where available.
GCC cannot contribute towards one-off
costs. The full extent of GCC’s obligations in
respect of s52(10) EPA 1990 are restricted
to contributing towards expenditure
reasonably incurred in respect of operating
costs.
It is important to know how negotiations will As stated above, actual operating costs will
be undertaken when arriving at the cost be used to determine a reasonable
variable. This should be undertaken in contribution, and these could be subject to
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partnership between both parties, using third party validation or cross reference to
technical expertise when necessary.
industry benchmarks if there is uncertainty
over these.
It would be preferable to use actual vehicle GCC would be happy to use actual ongoing
movement data rather than a tonnage based “real time” vehicle movement data where this
average.
can be provided by WCAs in an agreed
format. Where this is not available, GCC will
work with the WCAs to agree average
journey times that will be based on real
vehicle movements recorded as part of a
programme of planned route measurement
exercises (eg using trial runs). These can be
reviewed from time to time to accommodate
any changes to routes or journey times.
If a multi-purpose vehicle is used,
consideration should be given to the tipping
point for other materials and the impact this
has on total journey time and the length of
the working day. Linked to this, it may be
necessary to purchase one or more new
vehicles (with subsequent crews) in order to
complete the rounds, adding to the total real
cost of change.

The TAC Mechanism will cover only waste
material that GCC directs WCAs to deliver
pursuant to s51(4) EPA 1990. Accordingly,
the TAC Mechanism would not make
provision for any other materials that might
be transported using WCA vehicles.
On this basis, the TAC Mechanism will not
cover the purchase of additional vehicles.

There is a carbon impact of additional Agreed, there is a carbon impact of each
vehicles.
vehicle movement, as there would be if bulk
haulage and transfer were to be undertaken.
The net carbon impact of service provision
options is important, but the scope of this
policy is restricted to defining the financial
mechanism for making tipping away
payments subsequent to service delivery
decisions being made.
The cost of change should be the difference
between the current costs at the current
tipping point (or population midpoint) and the
new costs of tipping away, not just a
calculation made from the closest boundary
point.

The EPA 1990 s52(10), upon which a tipping
away policy would be based, is clear that a
reasonable contribution should be made
towards costs incurred when tipping waste
an unreasonable distance from the waste
collection area. The statutory requirements
of the EPA 1990 do not extend to providing
for the net costs of change.

Q2) The district boundary nearest to the disposal point is used as the starting point
for calculations of when tipping waste outside the waste collection area (D). Do you
think there may be any circumstances where it might be justifiable to alter this
approach? If so, what alternative starting point could be considered in each of those
circumstances?
WCA Response
GCC reply
It may be more reasonable to use a depot
location where vehicles park and operate
from. District boundaries can be a long way
from the depot.

Section 52(10) EPA 1990, provides that a
“reasonable contribution” should be made
“towards” costs incurred when tipping waste
at a place that is unreasonably far from the
relevant WCA’s waste collection area. This is
the statutory requirement beyond which any
additional financial contribution is made at
the WDA’s absolute discretion.
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However, GCC accepts that there may be an
argument for applying an additional
contribution where certain collection points
(specific collection rounds) within the
relevant WCAs area are some distance from
the boundary nearest to the disposal point.
GCC may incorporate an adjustment for this
within the TAC Mechanism at its discretion
on a case by case basis.
In large districts/boroughs, the boundary Please see previous reply above.
point will not reflect the full length of journeys
made.
In order to reach a boundary, there are other
factors to consider such as weight and height
restrictions on some routes. The nearest
boundary point may be on one of these
unsuitable routes and would therefore not be
a suitable point to use in calculations. If the
boundary point was to be used, the
reference point at which calculations
commence should be mutually agreed with
operational and technical input.

It should be born in mind that the issue of
height and weight restrictions on vehicle
routings could apply in certain specific
circumstance, irrespective of whether WCAs
are tipping inside or outside their respective
waste collection area. However, where this
occurs directly as a result of a direction given
by the WDA, pursuant to s51(4) EPA 1990,
to tip at a place that is unreasonably far from
the waste collection area, GCC will take into
account such weight and height restrictions
in the TAC Mechanism.

An annual review and indexation of costs GCC acknowledges this request and, subject
would be needed.
to member approval, would support it.
If new vehicles were needed, how would this Funding of new vehicles will remain the
be funded and what time frame would be responsibility of the WCA. GCC will provide
given for implementation?
as much notice as possible for planned
changes to waste delivery points, but
timescales in each case will depend upon
project timelines. All impacted WCAs will
have advance notice of upcoming projects
which may result in changes to delivery
points. Note that the scope of this
consultation paper is to create a TAC
Mechanism that will be applied subsequent
to any directions given by the WDA, pursuant
to s51(4) EPA 1990 regarding service
delivery and treatment locations.
Q3) The NAWDO model suggests a return journey of between 0 and 30 minutes (not
including tipping time) beyond a WCA boundary could be considered to be a
reasonable distance for a disposal point. This means that some flexibility is built into
the NAWDO model, allowing for this distance to vary depending on the type of route
used (e.g. motorway journeys would have a higher disregarded mileage compared to
slower routes). Should any other considerations be applied in determining any
disregarded mileage (d)?
WCA Response

GCC reply

It is necessary to consider congestion on any Agreed. The NAWDO model uses average
route and what this will do to journey times, speed to calculate journey times. This will
irrespective of mileage.
include the impact of congestion upon the
speed. However, as stated earlier, it may be
impractical to calculate a payment based
upon speed for every individual journey.
Accordingly, GCC will work with WCAs to
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agree average journey times that will be
based on real vehicle movements recorded
as part of a programme of planned route
measurement exercises. This average will be
tested as part of an annual review process.
Higher mileage may have a detrimental Acknowledged. Maintenance costs would be
impact on some vehicles.
expected to be included within the operating
costs.
Consideration should be given to the whole As stated above, section 52(10) EPA 1990,
journey time, and not just that part outside provides that a “reasonable contribution”
the boundary.
should be made “towards” costs incurred
when tipping waste at a place that is
unreasonably far from the relevant WCA’s
waste collection area. This is the statutory
requirement beyond which any additional
financial contribution is made at the WDA’s
absolute discretion.
However, GCC accepts that there may be an
argument for applying an additional
contribution where certain collection points
(specific collection rounds) within the
relevant WCAs area are some distance from
the boundary nearest to the disposal point.
GCC may at its discretion incorporate an
adjustment for this within the TAC
Mechanism.
How
would
the
distance/speed/time
calculation be applied when speeds may
vary due to conditions? Will this use a
midpoint calculation?

The NAWDO model uses average speed in
its calculation of expenditure contribution.
The mean average would account for
variations within the range of conditions.

Disregarded mileage considered reasonable The EPA 1990 does not provide a definition
to travel will in some way be relative to the for reasonable/unreasonable distance, hence
journeys the operator currently travels.
it does not make provision for pre-existing
operations.
It would be unreasonable to calculate a
reasonable contribution to the WCA costs if
the boundary point is used as a starting point
for the calculation.

The basis for the said view is unclear given
that the NAWDO model has been produced
independently to reflect the requirements of
EPA 1990, that is, to determine whether a
tipping away point is unreasonably far from
the relevant WCA’s collection area.

Disregarded mileage is a major concern.
This could result in a significant amount of
disregarded mileage for which an additional
vehicle may be required. This may also
impact the collection of other materials,
potentially requiring more than one additional
vehicle.

Disregarded mileage exists in the NAWDO
model as a way of determining a limit beyond
which it would be unreasonable to direct a
WCA to travel to without receiving a
reasonable contribution from the WDA
towards the WCA’s costs in respect thereof.
It is considered, subject to agreement by
GCC members, that this would be applied to
a distance involving a return journey time of
30 minutes. Without a “disregarded mileage”
adjustment there would be no consideration
of what is reasonable. GCC may at its
discretion, reduce the disregarded mileage in
instances where high mileages are already
driven within a WCA boundary. Such
instances will be considered on a case by
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case basis.
There is a very real risk that GCC procure GCC will consider waste bulking, haulage or
disposal contracts which are competitive and direct delivery as part of a full system cost
reduce disposal costs but increase the net when procuring disposal contracts. Maximum
burden on the tax payer by significantly turnaround times at tipping locations are a
increasing the costs for the collection standard part of our terms and conditions
authorities. There should be a contractual within disposal contracts.
requirement on tipping locations to facilitate
rapid tipping to reduce time.
Q4) Different types of vehicle will operate at different costs and speeds. Therefore it
would seem reasonable to calculate tipping away payments separately for each
vehicle type rather than using a fleet average. Is this a sensible approach, and if not,
what would be the alternative approach?
WCA Response

GCC reply

All respondents agreed with this.

Acknowledged that all respondents would
like separate calculations for different vehicle
types due to variations in their performance.
Q5) The average vehicle speed can be determined as an actual figure in one of two
ways; i) using online mapping and known vehicle specs, ii) by using actuals
determined from trial runs or vehicle tracker information. What would be your
preferred approach and why?
WCA Response

GCC reply

Actual data should be used, which should be As highlighted in Q1 GCC is prepared to use
variable depending upon the time of day the real time data where this can be provided by
journey is made.
WCAs in an agreed format. Alternatively,
real vehicle movements recorded as part of a
programme of planned route measurement
exercises will be used for the purposes of the
TAC Mechanism to reflect that some days a
WCA vehicles could take longer than
average and other days it will take less time
than average.
Neither is ideal, average speed should be GCC would be willing to work with the WCA
real and should depend on the routes used to come up with an average, however the
and these routes may be different from that final average speed applied would be at the
used in the calculation. Online mapping may WDA’s discretion.
not reflect actual journeys, and trial runs
would only show what is happening at the
time. Rounds change, so routes may also
change. As such it would make more sense
to agree an average that could be used.
Q6) There is a requirement to include hourly vehicle operating costs within the model.
We would envisage that these costs would be supplied by each WCA and verified
prior to being applied within the model. Do you have any further comments in respect
of how this process would work?
WCA Response

GCC reply

Verification by a neutral party to ensure GCC agrees that fairness and consistency is
fairness and consistency would seem required and for this reason it intends to
reasonable.
agree reasonable operating costs in each
case. Where these are not obtainable, or are
excessively high, GCC may use an industry
average rate where available or seek the
view of a third party, independent expert.
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To prevent any avoidable time consuming Agreed, this would form part of TAC
and costly disputes, agreement on what is Mechanism.
included should be sought and appended to
the policy for future changes and auditing.
Verification of costs should be in partnership.

GCC would be willing to work with the WCA
to agree an average hourly operating cost
and if necessary compare it against an
industry average (where available) to come
up with a contribution rate the level of which
it is set is at the WDA’s discretion.

The average per vehicle type should be Acknowledged.
used, not the average of the whole fleet.
If contracts or operations change the hourly
rate could change – how will this work in
practice?

This would form part of an annual review.
However, noting that GCC responsibilities
are to provide a reasonable contribution
rather than full real-time cost recovery, it is
not envisaged that each change incurred by
WCAs throughout the year would necessarily
trigger a change to the payments made. This
could present an unworkable volume of
debate and verification. From the time at
which a WCA is notified of a direction by the
WDA, pursuant to s51(4) EPA 1990, to tip an
unreasonable distance outside the collection
area, this, together with the application of the
TAC Mechanism, should be considered by
the WCA when making subsequent
decisions about operational change. The
requirements of EPA 1990 in relation to
tipping away payments do not extend to
WCA responsibilities within the collection
area.

Will the payment be flexible in order to adapt An annual review would take place in order
to change?
to identify reasonable changes in operating
costs and/or journey times.
There should be agreed costs which are Agreed, however GCC will approach this in
included so that costs are transparent and line with the EPA 1990 requirements to make
equitable.
a reasonable contribution towards these
costs, which would include operating costs
associated with vehicles, fuel and staff.
We note that depreciation is not included,
however the increased wear and tear on
vehicles will reduce the period over which
vehicles are depreciated so this needs to be
incorporated into the net service costs.

The NAWDO model neither includes nor
excludes depreciation. Where depreciation
forms part of the revenue cost arising from
WCAs delivering waste to places which are
“unreasonably far” from their respective
waste collection areas, it is reasonable,
subject to a suitable period of depreciation
being applied, to include this within the
average operating cost. WCAs should be
minded, however, that they will need to
evidence the fact that such costs arise from
such additional miles.

Costs would have to come from the Acknowledged. However, costs will need to
contractor, which could be time consuming be presented clearly and be verifiable, from
for all parties.
whichever source is best placed to provide
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these. However, since contributions will be
made to each WCA, it is expected that such
WCAs would have ownership of presenting
these costs to GCC as a basis for calculation
of a tipping away payment.
Agreement is needed within the policy on Acknowledged.
what is included in the hourly rate.
Q7) The number of journeys undertaken in any period will determine the payment due
for that period. What would be the preferred period upon which payments should be
made (monthly, quarterly or annually)?
WCA Response

GCC reply

Two authorities stated that monthly GCC would be happy to mutually agree this
payments would be preferred, and two stated with each WCA, but would look at making
that quarterly is fine too. Some authorities payments no more frequently than quarterly
stated in the narrative that either quarterly or in order to minimise administrative costs and
annually would be fine but should be burdens, and would wish to apply the same
accurately
forecasted
for
budgeting approach to all WCAs for the same reasons.
purposes.
Q8) Are there any other matters that you consider should be included in the
development of a tipping away payment policy?
WCA Response

GCC reply

Fairness and consistency to ensure that all
costs are included.

The NAWDO model has been developed
independently to assist WDAs and WCAs in
calculating a reasonable contribution towards
WCAs’ additional reasonable costs. The
model does not provide that all WCAs’
relevant costs shall be reimbursed by the
WDA.
GCC agrees that it is necessary to ensure
that a fair and consistent approach is
adopted in producing the TAC Mechanism.

How are the variables going to be agreed?
Will it be equitable, will it be reviewed
periodically and on a case by case basis?
Can additional costs be reimbursed?

Please see previous response to the replies
in respect of these questions.

Provide the WCA with sufficient time to
prepare for change.

GCC will provide as much notice as possible
for any planned directions it may give under
s51(4) EPA 1990 which will result in changes
to waste delivery points. However,
timescales in each case will depend upon
specific project timelines. All WCAs will have
advance notice of upcoming projects which
may result in changes to delivery points.
There may be instances where unplanned
changes to delivery points are needed (due
to the unavailability of the existing waste
delivery points for unforeseen reasons). In
such instances GCC will provide as much
notice as possible and liaise with WCAs
regarding these contingency sites and
delivery arrangements.
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Note that the scope of this consultation
paper is to produce a TAC Mechanism that
will be applied subsequent to any directions
given by the WDA, pursuant to s51(4) EPA
1990, regarding service delivery and
treatment locations.
Number of vehicle journeys made should be Acknowledged.
based upon actual number of vehicle
movements rather than back-calculating from
tonnages hauled.
Clarity and consultation is requested when
calculating distances used for payments.

GCC will work with the WCA and share the
logic applied which will enable the TAC
Mechanism to be implemented.

Full cost recovery is proposed, and
agreement on how this is achieved should be
sought, using either an independent
consultant or open book accounting.

The NAWDO model does not provide for full
cost recovery by WCAs, but rather it has
been developed to reflect the requirements
of s52(10) EPA 1990 which requires that a
reasonable contribution shall be made by the
WDA towards expenditure reasonably
incurred by WCAs in delivering waste to
places which are “unreasonably far” from
their respective waste collection areas.
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Annex 2; Draft Waste Tipping Away Policy for Gloucestershire County Council
This policy [if adopted] defines the approach taken by Gloucestershire
County Council in fulfilling the requirements set out in section 52(10) of
the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) in respect of the payment of
waste ‘tipping away’ contributions to Waste Collection Authorities. This
will apply where Gloucestershire County Council directs a Waste
Collection Authority to a point of tipping or disposal which is located
unreasonably far from the administrative area of the Waste Collection
Authority.
This policy presents Gloucestershire County Council’s methodology for
determining the level of ‘reasonable contribution’ to be made on a case
by case basis. It applies to Household Waste collected by each Waste
Collection Authority only.
Gloucestershire County Council will provide a reasonable contribution
towards expenditure reasonably incurred by the Waste Collection
Authority in delivering waste to a place which is unreasonably far from
the Waste Collection Authorities area. Such contribution will be
calculated using the following formula;
Payment

=

No. of journeys
by vehicles

x

2(D-d)
Average speed

x

Average hourly
operating costs

where;
 Payment for a specific period is based upon the number of
journeys made in that period.
 D = the distance travelled from the WCAs boundary to the
disposal point (doubled to account for a return journey).
 d = the return mileage outside the district boundary beyond which
it is considered unreasonable to travel (the model deducts this
from the total distance travelled). Mileage regarded as
“reasonable” therefore becomes disregarded mileage within the
calculation. When deciding upon this disregarded mileage
consideration shall be given to local circumstances such as the
type of road and route used.
 The average speed of vehicles shall depend upon the route and
vehicle type.
 The average hourly rate of vehicle operating costs (including, if
agreed, idle labour) shall be calculated per vehicle type.
Calculation of all variables and associated payments will be made per
vehicle type. Gloucestershire County Council’s contribution to
expenditure reasonably incurred will be the aggregate sum of each
calculated payment per vehicle type.
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Application of each variable within the calculation;
Number of journeys by vehicles
This shall be verified as actual journeys made during an agreed period in
arrears. Unless agreed otherwise in each case, this shall be calculated
quarterly and payment made accordingly.
“D”, the return distance travelled from the WCA boundary to the
disposal point and Average Speed.
Actual data will be used where this can be supplied by a WCA in an
agreed format. In the absence of such data this variable shall be
calculated for each vehicle type using actual mileage and average speed
data gathered from trial runs prior to deliveries being made. Trial runs will
be conducted using the actual operational route of the waste collection
vehicles, and be measured between the nearest WCA boundary point
and the entrance gate of the disposal location. This measurement shall
exclude the time spent tipping at the disposal location. Where it is not
possible to measure actual distances and speeds, these shall be
calculated using mapping or journey time software.
“D” and Average Speed shall be subject to periodic review on an annual
basis and when any significant variation to such averages occurs as a
consequence of occurrences such as long term road closures.
“d”, the return mileage outside the district boundary beyond which
it is considered unreasonable to travel.
This shall be calculated as the return distance which can be travelled in
30 minutes using the actual route and vehicle speeds. This shall be
determined during the trial runs (see above) and shall be deducted from
D in accordance with the formula set out herein.
Gloucestershire County Council may, at its discretion, reduce or
eliminate d from the calculation. This would be considered in instances
where the distance travelled by waste collection vehicles within the waste
collection area prior to reaching the boundary is already significant. As a
guide, this would be considered when this distance results in a one-way
in-district journey time of 30 minutes or more.
“d” shall be subject to periodic review on an annual basis and when any
significant variation to “d” occurs as a consequence of occurrences such
as long term road closures.
The average hourly rate of vehicle operating costs.
This shall be the actual reasonable average hourly operating costs as
presented by the Waste Collection Authority. This shall include all regular
operating costs relating to vehicles, fuel and staff, but shall exclude
capital expenditure and one-off costs. The figures used shall be
generated using reliable actual costs (verifiable through open book
accounting) in order to enable Gloucestershire County Council to make a
reasonable contribution by way of Tipping Away payments. Where these
costs cannot be obtained and verified, or where they vary significantly
from industry averages, Gloucestershire County Council will apply an
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average operating cost based upon industry benchmarks.
Gloucestershire County Council may at its discretion seek third party
validation of costs presented.
Costs shall be subject to annual review and verification.
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Agenda Item 11
ACTION PLAN UPDATE

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8 October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Head of Joint Waste Team, 01452 425504,
wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Main Consultees

None

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update members on progress of the
2018/21 actions.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:
a) Notes the progress of the current (2018/21) action plan;
b) Notes the high level risks and proposed mitigation measures set
out in section 4 of this report.

Resource
Implications

1.

None. The current revenue budget position for each of the partners is
reported separately on today’s agenda.

Background

1.1 This report provides an update on the first and second quarter progress of the
2018/21 action plan adopted by the JWC in February 2019.
1.2 A risk register is developed as part of the JWC annual business plan and is
managed by the Senior Managers Group (SMG). Risks categorised as high by the
SMG will be reported to the JWC. The current high level risks are set out in
section 4.
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2. Action plan 2018/21
2.1 Appendix 1 provides a summary of progress to the end of September 2019
against the 2019/20 action plan.
2.2 Good progress has been made on the review of current partnership working
arrangements, with a proposal for a new Resources and Waste Partnership and a
proposal for new incentive funding agreements between districts and the county
council to be considered by the GJWC at its October meeting.
2.3 Little progress has been made in developing a Service Integration Route map in
light of the uncertainty this year on the future of the partnership. A review of the
countywide joint waste strategy has similarly been delayed, although the GJWC
did offer a comprehensive response to Government consultations on the national
resources and waste strategy.
2.4 A number of procurement and mobilisation projects have been delivered: waste
deliveries to the new Energy from Waste facility commenced over the summer,
with mobilisation largely completed ahead of full service commencement this
autumn. The new street cleaning contract mobilised successfully in the Forest of
Dean in April and tenders for the county’s garden waste composting contract have
been issued.
2.5 Community engagement and communications work continues, with the Joint
Waste Team supporting local plastic free initiatives and also the national Recycle
week in September. The anti-litter “Love your Forest” continues to grow. A
comprehensive communication campaign has also been developed to support the
launch of the new and improved recycling collection service across Cotswold D.C
from next March.
3. Risks
3.1
A risk register that identifies risks associated with the delivery of the JWC action
plan (2018/21) is reviewed at each meeting of the SMG. Risks are scored according to
their likelihood and also the impact that they might have should they occur. Mitigation
measures are set out to reduce the effects of these risks. The highest scoring risks are
reported to the joint committee. Following mitigation measures, there is one high level
risk to report the joint committee this quarter: that Ubico service costs increase beyond
budgeted amounts.
3.2
Marked improvements have been made to the monthly budget monitoring and
reporting, but some partner councils continue to experience cost over expenditure
against profiled budgets. These are being addressed by the affected authorities.
4. Updates from Non-voting Partners
5.1

Gloucester City Council and Stroud District Council will be invited to provide a
verbal update at the meeting.
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Appendix 1
Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee
Action Plan - 2019/22

Project

Key
Red
Amber
Green

Affecting

1

1.1 Service Integration Routemap.

1.2

Continue to encourage GCiC and SDC
to join the JWC.
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Review and renew the Gloucestershire
1.3 Joint Municipal Waste Management
Strategy (GJMWMS).

1.4

Review partnership IAA, payments and
funding arrangements.

Review the National Waste and
1.5 Resources Strategy, responding to
related consultations where relevant.

3

Target
completion
date
Strategic Direction

All

To develop a preferred option and pathway to service
integration.

All

To develop an overall strategy and optimised delivery
framework for efficient, effective and inclusive resource
management in Gloucestershire.

All

To agree a vision, priorities and targets for municipal
waste management in Gloucestershire beyond Mar 2020.

All

To ensure that governance and funding arrangements
continue to support the achievement of the partnerships'
vision, priorities and targets. To continue to provide good
value for money for partner councils.

All

To ensure the Gloucestershire waste strategy is aligned
with national priorities and that Gloucestershire has a
voice in helping to shape these priorities.

2

Review current depot, transfer and HRC
2.1 provision and assess future
requirements.

Objective and /or Outcomes

Oct-19

Major Issues or delays.
Minor issues or delays.
Proceeding to plan.

Joint Waste Committee Update - October '19

Recent CDC service review provides a broad template for
future reviews. This aim/project will need to be revisited as
part of the proposed development of a new Resources and
Waste Strategy and new partnership working arrangements.

Ongoing

The current review of waste partnership working supported by
Local Partnerships has involved discussions with both
Gloucester City and Stroud D.C, with the aim of all Glos local
authorities being part of a future waste partnership.

Feb-20

Work will commence following the outcome of the current
review of waste partnership working within Gloucestershire
and following the outcome of recent national resources and
waste strategy consultations. It is unlikely that the review will
be completed by February 2020; revised timescales will need
to be agreed by the new Resources and Waste Partnership.

Oct-20

A GJWC workshop in Feb 2019 agreed a broad direction of
travel, which was developed further by recent work by Local
Partnerships. A draft report has been circulated to all Glos
local authorities for comment and will be considered at the Oct
19 meeting of the GJWC.

Mar-22

GJWC responses submitted for the recent DEFRA
consultations on Consistency, Extended Producer
Responsibility for Packaging and a Deposit Return System. A
further round of detailed consultations will be conducted by
DEFRA in early 2020.

Mar-21

Initial consideration is being given to future HRC provision,
with a section of the revised Local Developer Guide updated
to include HRC capacity contributions. Full project scoping will
commence once the current workload priorities have been
delivered. CBC has convened a meeting of stakeholders to
discuss a potential future strategic waste site in the wider
Cheltenham area. Work remains at an early stage.

Infrastructure

All

To assess current premises and identify future
infrastructure requirements needed to meet future
GJWMS priorities and targets.

Procurement

RAG Status

Procurement of a replacement
3.1 composting contract for garden waste
collected in Gloucestershire.

All

New contract to compost garden waste. To include
bulking and haulage where required.

Jan-20

Invitations to Tender have been published and the
procurement is on track.
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3.2 Purchase HRC mobile compactors.

GCC

To replace compactors at Oak Quarry, Wingmoor and
(subject to capital bid) Fosse Cross HRCs.

Mar-20

Oak Quarry HRC site conversion completed Apr19. Wingmoor
Farm HRC conversion delayed whilst pre planning advice is
sought to confirm whether a planning variation is required or
not (as the internal road layout is due to be altered). If there is
going to be a significant delay with Wingmoor, the Fosse
Cross conversion will be brought forward.

3.3 Food waste contract procurement.

GCC

To ensure that a food waste recycling contract remains in
place beyond the end of current contract term. To
include bulking and haulage where required.

Sep-21

To commence mid 2020.

Reach decision on contract extensions
3.4 for sale of recyclable materials from
HRC sites.

GCC

To ensure continued arrangements for HRC recyclate
sales.

Aug-20

To commence early 2020.

Apr-19

The current contract for Transfer with Ubico Ltd at Swindon
Road Depot has been extended until 31 March 2020. A
review of the transfer contract will take place in line with the
Suez MRF contract which expires on 31 March 2021 but has
option to extend for up to 3 years.

Jan-20

Short term continued arrangements secured.

3.5

Dry recycling material transfer
extension/procurement.

TBC

To ensure that there are adequate arrangements in place
for the transfer of mixed dry recycling to the MRF beyond
the end of the current contract term.

3.6

Make arrangements for the continued
monitoring of closed landfill sites.

GCC

To ensure monitoring remains in place following the end
of the current waste disposal services contract.

3.7

Make arrangements for the collection
and disposal of clinical waste.

All

Ensure arrangements remain in place
3.8 for the collection of sharps from
community pharmacies.
4
Review options for dewatering and
4.1 recycling street sweepings and gulley
waste.

To review and establish how new
4.2 developments that cross boundaries will
be serviced.

Support CDC in implementing new
4.3 waste and recycling collection service in
2019.

All

To ensure collection and disposal arrangements remain
Arrangements have been made as part of the residual waste
Jan-20
in place for clinical waste following the end of the current
treatment contract with UBB.
waste disposal services contract.
To ensure collection and disposal arrangements remain
The NHS have confirmed that they will continue to include
Apr-19
in place for sharps following the end of funding for this
sharps disposal within their new services contract.
service by the NHS.
Service Development, Efficiency and Improvement

All

To assess and, if economically viable, arrange recycling
of street sweepings and gulley waste.

TBC

To undertake a business case for a consistent service in
the JCS area around Cheltenham, which crosses district
boundaries. To ensure that the preferred collection
service is aligned with wider GJWC work on service
integration.

CDC

To implement the recommendations of the collection
service options appraisal, by overseeing the
implementation of new waste and recycling collection
services by Ubico in Cotswold D.C

Mar-20

Discussions are being held with UBB as part of the new
residual waste treatment contract.

Apr-20

Work to commence this year with planning teams to identify
the development area and boundaries as well as collection
options with the potential for collaborative working across the
councils and mutual waste collections contractor. There are
delays with the NW Cheltenham development but the West
Cheltenham scheme (houses and cyber park) are progressing
so an appriasal to include both cross boundary developments
will be conducted as they are both CBC and TBC areas.

Mar-20

Vehicle and receptacle orders in place and Comms Plan being
finalised. Launch date has been moved from Nov 19 to March
20 to allow for introduction of vehicle In-Cab Technology,
which will help minimise collection problems at the beginning
of the new service.

Review HRCs to explore service
efficiency opportunities.

GCC

Devise and implement further efficiencies at HRCs in
order to contribute to GCC's wider savings programme.

Jun-19

4.5 Residual waste composition analysis.

GCC

Four-season analysis of kerbside and HRC residual
waste commencing summer 2018.

Nov-19

GCC

To ensure that the contract is mobilised on time and in
line with the contract requirements.

Ongoing

4.4

4.6

4.7

Mobilisation of Javelin Park Energy from
Waste contract.

Mobilisation of Forest of Dean Street
Cleaning Contract.
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4.8

Coordinate Forest of Dean community
panel on waste and recycling

4.9

Assess the feasibility of introducing
reuse shops at HRCs

4.10

Review of the trade waste service to
ensure viable commercial operation

Investigate the collection of WEEE (and
4.11 other possible recyclables) at the
kerbside.

FoDDC

FoDDC

GCC

TBC

TBC

To ensure a smooth mobilisation of the new contract.

To seek local residents views on current and future waste
and recycling service priorities

To reduce waste and increase reuse by providing reuse
shops at HRC

Present findings and gain support for service
improvements

Investigate the options for kerbside collection with a view
to increasing the capture rate of WEEE.

Apr-19

Ongoing

Oct-20

Ongoing. GCC and Ubico continue to explore operational
efficiencies, with a trial of waste bulking to begin later in
2019/20.
All sampling has now been completed. Draft report is being
reviewed and commented upon to finalise within coming
weeks.
Mobilisation process is now winding up, with waste deliveries
having commenced in the summer. Meeting frequency has
been reduced and fine tuning of waste and delivery processes
continues.
Mobilisation project completed in readiness for the contract
start date of 1 April 2019. Biffa has restructured the existing
team and recruited additional employees to fulfil the
requirements of the contract. New vehicles have been
procured. A competition was run under the "Love Your Forest"
banner with local school children to design artwork with antilittering messages for the livery of the vehicles and artwork
now on vehicles.
The second Waste and Recycling Community Panel was held
in Feb 19 and attended by 9 members of the public. The
meeting focused on the different types of waste
communications undertaken by FoDDC such as direct mail
(i.e. waste calendars, leaflets, surveys, letters about incorrect
presentation of waste), vehicle livery, advertising, schools
engagement and projects to inform the panel and give them
opportunity to comment.
New reuse shop opened at Oak Quarry HRC in Apr19. The
feasibility of introducing a similar shop at Pyke Quarry is being
considered.

Oct-19

Ubico are preparing a paper for Ubico board to look at a
Countywide approach to trade waste services. TBC are
carrying out a specific project to increase the current customer
base. New marketing material has been prepared and
circulated. A paper has been recieved by Ubico to consider
options andthis will be reviewed this Autumn.

Mar-20

Project carried over from 18-19. The RCVs can be fitted with
cages for the collection of WEEE but will commence when the
vehicles are not required to tip on landfill due to potential for
damage. This will be held off until EFW commissioning has
been completed in case landfill access is required as a
disposal outlet.

4.12 Street cleaning operational review.

TBC

5

To improve the effectiveness of street cleansing in the
borough.

Mar-20

A review of the current service is underway with Ubico. Data
collection and drafting of schedlues taking place for testing
and then roll out this year. The data collection is nearly
complete. Using mapping software to plot assets and
schedule work, which in turn will be used to update daily /
weekly schedules and ensure they are fit for purpose. The
next phase will focus on increasing the deployment of the
sweeper and reducing reactive work and creating more
efficient schedules.

Communications and Behavioural Change

Communications campaign highlighting
5.1 the importance of separating the right
materials for recycling.

All

Maintaining high quality recyclable materials and
minimising contamination.

Mar-20

The importance of seperating out recycling materials and
presenting appropriately forms a big part of the comms to
support the CDC service redesign implementation. At FOD
the annual calendar mailing went out to all residents in
February, which included instructional information to separate
out recycling. National recycle week itook place at the end of
September, with the JWT and all partner councils supporting.

Communications campaign to promote
food waste prevention and recycling.

All

Encourage residents to reduce food waste, maintain high
capture rates of food waste for recycling and minimise the
amount of food waste within the residual waste stream.

Mar-20

Food waste prevention and recycling included as part of the
planned comms to support the CDC service redesign
implementation.

All

Encourage residents to reduce consumption of single-use
plastics, maintain high capture rates of plastic for
recycling and minimise the amount of plastic materials
within the residual waste stream.

Mar-20

Plastics reduction and recycling will be included as part of the
comms to support the CDC service redesign implementation.
At FODDC work has been continuing on pilot project 'Plastic
Free Coleford' with the Town Council and support also being
provided to grassroots initiatives in Stow on the Wold that aim
to reduce plastics.

5.2
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Communications campaign to promote
5.3 the reduction and recycling of plastic
waste.

A review of the Recycle For Gloucestershire website content
is being undertaken and GCC and UBB comms are being
reviewed in full.
This remains ongoing with the current arrangements until
March 2020. A decision on the future approach will be taken
prior to expiry of these arrangements.

5.4 Javelin Park communications.

GCC

To ensure consistent and clear communications relating
to the operation of the facility.

Ongoing

5.5 Continued promotion of real nappies.

GCC

To provide information and support on the use of
reusable nappies and to promote the uptake of the
Gloucestershire Real Nappy voucher scheme.

Ongoing

5.6

Continued support for home and
community composting.

GCC

To provide information and support on home and
community composting and continue to make home
composting bins available for purchase by
Gloucestershire residents.

Ongoing

GCC maintains the existing network of Master Composters,
and access to the Straights composting products continues to
be provided via the RFG website. A 'free delivery' offer for
compost bins took place throughout May.

5.7

Promote garden waste collection
schemes in all districts.

Jun-19

Majority of promotions have already taken place in all districts
and resulted in a sustained level of subscriptions compared
with the previous year.

CDC,
To promote and sustain uptake in garden waste collection
FoDDC &
services.
TBC

5.8

To build on the Love Your Forest antilitter campaign.

Support the roll-out of new waste and
5.9 recycling collection services in Cotswold
D.C
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Review and update the Recycle for
5.10 Gloucestershire branding and
communications materials.

FoDDC

CDC

All

6
Monitoring, reporting and continuous
review of health and safety policy and
6.10
practices of GJWC contractors and
service providers.

Ongoing

Following on from the success of last year’s LYF Scout badge,
a new Girlguiding badge has been launched this year to
engage with younger people on litter. In Q1, 21 Scout and
Girlguiding groups took part in the campaign (this equates to
a reach of 296 young people and 65 adult leaders/helpers).
All groups undertook a litter pick and the majority also
received a visit from the ‘Trashconverter’ trailer (which swaps
small treats for litter brought to it to reward positive behaviour)
and/or one of the #LoveYourForest team to talk more about
the problem of litter. This year’s car sticker competition
launched in May with over 50 outlets receiving their car
window stickers, 8 campaign articles appeared in the Forest
Review. 130 entries were received form the Year 5 and 6
poster competition for livery design of street cleansing
vehicles. The Trashcoverter trailer is continuing to visit local
events, primary and secondary schools to spread the antilittering message still further.

To provide clear and timely information on any changes
and enhancements to collection services so that any
disruption from the service change is minimised and
recycling performance is maximised.

Mar-20

Comms plan being overseen by Project Board and action plan
being finalised. WRAP advisory support obtained by the JWT.
Design work now largely complete and package of work will
be ready to support the implementation of the new service in
Spring 2020.

To provide attractive, modern communication channels to
promote our sustainable waste management messages.

Mar-20

Branding is being changed, in line with the new national
brand, from 'Recycle for Gloucestershire' to 'Gloucestershire
Recycles'. The website is being updated and future printed
materials will feature the new brand.

To develop and deliver an action plan to work with the
community to change behaviour and reduce littering
across the district. Wherever possible, to share and apply
learning across the partnership.

Safety, Health and Environmental impact of operations
All

To ensure safe working practices are in place and to
establish common processes and best practice.

Ongoing

Ongoing with regular reporting through contract management
meetings and quarterly Ubico ESPB meetings. The GWASH
group continues to meet.
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Agenda Item 12
Residual Waste Treatment Update

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8th October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Gloucestershire Joint Waste Team

Main Consultees

None

Purpose of Report

To update on progress on the construction of the Gloucestershire
Energy from Waste (EfW) facility and on mobilisation plans for the
delivery of waste to the facility.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the committee notes the progress on the
construction of the EfW facility and the related mobilisation plans for
waste deliveries.

Resource
Implications

There are no direct financial implications resulting from this report.

wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

1. Background
1.1 Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) awarded a contract to treat
Gloucestershire’s residual waste to Urbaser Balfour Beatty (UBB) in February 2013,
which was re-signed in 2016. The contract is for the treatment of residual waste that
remains after residents have reduced, reused and recycled as much as possible.
Gloucestershire achieved a countywide recycling rate of 53% in 2018/19
(unaudited). Despite good progress in recycling, there is still a significant amount of
residual household waste that should be diverted from landfill, which for 2018/19
was around 130,000 tonnes.
1.2 UBB’s technical solution is incineration with energy recovery (energy from waste).
The Gloucestershire Energy from Waste Facility is being built at Javelin Park, near
Haresfield and will have capacity to treat all of Gloucestershire’s residual household
waste, whilst generating enough electricity to supply up to 25,000 households.
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2. Construction
2.1Significant progress has been made since the last update to the joint committee in
June 2019:


Waste deliveries commenced to the Facility on Sunday 30th June 2019. There
was a temporary diversion of waste to contingency facilities during August, but
deliveries to Javelin Park recommenced on 26th August and have been
continued since.



Hot commissioning activities are progressing well. The Facility and its systems
are being tested to ensure they work correctly, monitoring equipment is providing
the correct feedback information and all emergency alarms and safety protection
systems are working as they should.



The external areas of the site are near completion, with landscaped areas being
finished off. The staff and visitor car parks are complete.



The operations team has moved into the administration building.

3. Mobilisation
3.1
Monthly mobilisation meetings between GCC, Waste Collection Authorities
(WCAs), collection and transfer contractors and UBB continue and at the last meeting
(Sept 19) the decision was made to reduce the frequency of the meetings, reflecting the
fact that mobilisation is nearly complete. Waste delivery processes are being fine tuned
by GCC and UBB.
3.2
The waste transfer contract for the Cheltenham and Tewkesbury areas
commenced on 8th July 2019 and is operating well. The existing bulking arrangements
for Cotswold and Forest of Dean remain in place until Jan 2020, with new contracts
(with the existing provider) beginning in February 2020.
3.4 The directions to WCAs agreed by the committee in December 2018 were issued in
July.
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Agenda Item 13
Management Accounts Final Outturn Report 2018/19

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8 October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Head of Gloucestershire Joint Waste Team
(01452 425504), wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Main Consultees

None

Purpose of Report

The report sets out:

Recommendations



The financial performance of the individual authorities
within the JWC against their approved annual budget and
shows the final outturn position for the financial year
2018/19.



The combined position across partners.

It is recommended that the Committee:
Notes the financial performance as contained in this
report.

Resource
Implications

None

1. Background

1.1. When the Joint Waste Committee was formed it was agreed that budget setting and service
charges are retained decisions for the individual authorities within the partnership.
1.2. The operational budgets for waste disposal, waste collection and street cleaning remain with
their respective authority but are managed by officers within the Joint Waste Team.
1.3. The majority of the operational budget consists of payments to contractors: Gloucestershire
County Council (GCC) contracts include Enovert for waste disposal and Ubico for Household
Recycling Centres; Forest of Dean District Council (FODDC) contracts include Biffa for waste
collection and street cleaning; whilst Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC), Cotswold District
Council (CDC) and Tewkesbury Borough Council (TBC) waste collection and street cleaning
services are provided by Ubico.
1.4. As GCC is the Administering Authority for the Joint Waste Committee, budgets associated
with supporting the Joint Waste Committee are reported within their figures. Staffing costs
for the Joint Waste Team are the largest element of this budget. These are transferred from
each partner organisation to the Administering Authority on a quarterly basis.
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2. Final 2018/19 Outturn
The combined revenue budget for GCC, CBC, CDC, FODDC and TBC is shown at Appendix 1.
The final 2018/19 revenue outturn is an overspend of £221,000 (0.55% of the net budget).
3. Waste Disposal Costs
3.1. Appendix 2 shows the GCC revenue budget. The final outturn position for the waste
disposal revenue budget is a balanced position.
3.2. Most expenditure variances arose due to changes in the actual waste tonnages versus the
original forecasts. This had the effect of reducing waste disposal and composting costs
whilst increasing the levels of recycling credit payments. Growth in recycling tonnages are
approximately twice that of residual waste, which is a positive development.
3.3. Income associated with Household Recycling Centre (HRC) materials exceeded budget
overall.
3.4. This income offset some of the overspend in other areas of the HRC budget, primarily that
of the Ubico service contract. Ubico recorded overspend of approximately 5% of budget
due to a number of factors, the most significant being compactor breakdown repairs. A
programme of capital investment to replace this unreliable equipment kept repair costs
lower than would otherwise have been the case.
3.5. The change in HRC opening hours delivered savings through reduced staff costs.
4. Waste Collection Costs
4.1. Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC)
4.1.1. The CBC revenue budget at appendix 3 shows an underspend of £36,000 across the
services included within this report.
4.1.2. In February 2019, CBC through their budget monitoring process revised their budget
upwards for Ubico by £344,000, this was offset by additional recycling income of
£113,000. Therefore there was an overspend of £241,000 included in the revised
numbers. This report is showing spend against the revised budget.
4.1.3. The underspend of £36,000 was due to Marketing Budget and Bulky waste savings.
4.2. Cotswold District Council (CDC)
4.2.1. CDC’s revenue budget at Appendix 4 shows an outturn overspend of £82,000.
4.2.2. The outturn on household waste collection is an overspend of £108,000. The main
reasons for this were £30,000 overspend due to purchase of waste receptacles,
which was in addition to £55,000 in the Capital budget that was fully utilised, and
£57,000 on the Ubico contract due to increased costs on vehicle maintenance and
vehicle hire because of the older fleet, which is due for replacement in 2019.
4.2.3. Expenditure on green waste was £50,000 higher than budgeted due to increased
participation in the scheme. However, this was fully offset by income from garden
waste sales, which was £160,000 higher than anticipated due to the increased take
up of the scheme.
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4.2.4. Recycling Collection Schemes reported an overspend of £95,000. The main
variances were due to increased costs on vehicle maintenance and vehicle hire
because of the older fleet, and an underachievement in sales of other materials via
Thamesdown.
4.2.5. The outturn on street cleaning was a balanced budget.
4.3. Forest of Dean District Council (FODDC)
4.3.1. FODDC at Appendix 5 is an outturn variance of £18,000 overspend.
4.3.2. The overspend was on the purchase of waste and recycling bins/ containers due to
increase in demand because of the large numbers of new developments which have
been built in the district over the last 12 months. There was also an increase in the
number of garden waste service customers who required a new bin as they had not
signed up for the service before.
4.4. Tewkesbury Borough Council (TBC)
4.4.1. TBC revenue budget at Appendix 6 shows an outturn overspend of £157,000.
4.4.2. The contract with Ubico Ltd was overspent by £191,000 for the financial year in
relation to activities monitored by the Joint Waste Team. Ubico reported overspends
on household waste, recycling collections and garden waste collections. The main
reasons for this overspend was agency staff costs, spend on tyres for the year and
cost of Personal Protective equipment.
4.4.3. There was a further loss of £54,000 against recycling collections schemes. This was
due to the decrease in the commodity values for recycling material, which resulted in
the Suez materials recycling facility (MRF) contract costs being higher than
budgeted. Income for recycling collections schemes was less than anticipated due to
lower levels of materials sent for recycling in quarter 4 because of contamination
within the recycling loads that are tested on a monthly basis at the MRF, which
resulted in recycling credits being less than budgeted.
4.4.4. These overspends were partly offset by a gain of £76,000 on the income for the
garden waste service, which has been a result of moving to an annual renewal and
sticker system for identifying customers whose bins require collection, and an
additional gain of £21,000 for income on the collection of bulky waste items.
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Appendix 1 – Total Revenue Budget Summary across all JWC partners
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Head of Service:

Wayne Lewis

Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Joint Waste Management Unit
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
TOTAL – GJWP
Waste Disposal
Royalty Payments
WCA Landfill and Composting
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Household Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Recycling Credits
Tipping Away
Closed Landfill Sites
WCA Fridges and TVs
Management Costs
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Waste Projects
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Marketing Promotions - Waste
TOTAL - WASTE DISPOSAL
Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
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Outturn

Variance

£'000

£'000

365
-365
0
0

311
-311
0
0

-54
54
0
0

-710

-652

58

17,053
-24
17,029

16,646
-20
16,626

-407
4
-403

5,317
-524
4,793
-5
4,267
28
29
78

5,566
-676
4,890
-9
4,577
30
26
74

249
-152
97
-4
310
2
-3
-4

4
-8
-4

35
-24
11

31
-16
15

50
0
50
50
25,605

75
0
75
52
25,700

25
0
25
2
95

4,660

4,937

277

107
-151
-44

141
-204
-63

34
-53
-19

480
0

401
0

-79
0

Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bulking of Recyclables
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION
Street Cleaning
Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE
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480

401

-79

2,711
-2,577
134

2,790
-2,849
-59

79
-272
-193

560
-163
397

588
-155
433

28
8
36

305
-78
227

303
-76
227

-2
2
0

6,625
-2,859
3,766

6,824
-2,744
4,080

199
115
314

440
-594
-154

426
-598
-172

-14
-4
-18

925
-918
7
86
9,559

906
-927
-21
46
9,809

-19
-9
-28
-40
250

3,092

3,055

-37

579
663
347

579
576
347

0
-87
0

1,589

1,502

-87

39,845

40,066

221

Appendix 2 – Gloucestershire County Council
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Partner: Gloucestershire County Council

Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Joint Waste Management Unit
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
TOTAL – GJWP

Outturn

Variance

£'000

£'000

365
-365
0
0

311
-311
0
0

-54
54
0
0

-710

-652

58

17,053
-24
17,029

16,646
-20
16,626

-407
4
-403

5,317
-524
4,793
-5
4,267
28
29
78

5,566
-676
4,890
-9
4,577
30
26
74

249
-152
97
-4
310
2
-3
-4

4
-8
-4

35
-24
11

31
-16
15

50
0
50
50
25,605

75
0
75
52
25,700

25
0
25
2
95

Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

579
334
913

579
239
818

0
-95
-95

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

26,518

26,518

0

Waste Disposal
Royalty Payments
WCA Landfill and Composting
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Household Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Recycling Credits
Tipping Away
Closed Landfill Sites
WCA Fridges and TVs
Management Costs
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Waste Projects
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Marketing Promotions - Waste
TOTAL - WASTE DISPOSAL
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Appendix 3 – Cheltenham Borough Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Partner: Cheltenham Borough Council
Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bulking of Recyclables
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Outturn

Variance

£'000

£'000

1,129

1,143

14

27
-48
-21

45
-63
-18

18
-15
3

435
-680
-245

432
-717
-285

-3
-37
-40

560
-163
397

588
-155
433

28
8
36

163
-63
100

160
-61
99

-3
2
-1

2,287
-538
1,749

2,298
-513
1,785

11
25
36

440
-594
-154

426
-598
-172

-14
-4
-18

616
-637
-21
23
2,957

594
-651
-57
4
2,932

-22
-14
-36
-19
-25

Street Cleaning

977

966

-11

Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
61
71
132

0
61
71
132

0
0
0
0

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

4,066

4,030

-36
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Appendix 4 – Cotswold District Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Partner: Cotswold District Council

Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Outturn

Variance

£'000

£'000

1,176

1,284

108

39
-36
3

57
-53
4

18
-17
1

1,414
-627
787

1,464
-787
677

50
-160
-110

1,796
-1,035
761
13
2,740

1,840
-984
856
2
2,823

44
51
95
-11
83

1,085

1,085

0

Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
50
31
81

0
50
30
80

0
0
-1
-1

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

3,906

3,988

82

Street Cleaning
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Appendix 5 – Forest of Dean District Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Partner: Forest of Dean District Council

Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Outturn

Variance

£'000

£'000

1,472

1,479

7

41
-38
3

39
-38
1

-2
0
-2

7
0
7

11
0
11

4
0
4

437
-572
-135

451
-572
-121

14
0
14

142
-15
127

143
-15
128

1
0
1

1,274
-631
643
35
2,152

1,280
-633
647
31
2,176

6
-2
4
-4
24

Street Cleaning

552

541

-11

Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
138
245
383

0
142
246
388

0
4
1
5

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

3,087

3,105

18
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Appendix 6 – Tewkesbury Borough Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2018/19
Final Outturn
Partner: Tewkesbury Borough Council

Budget Area

Total
Budget
£'000

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

5
Outturn

6
Variance

£'000

£'000

883

1,031

148

-29
-29

-50
-50

0
-21
-21

473

390

473

390

-83
0
-83

425
-698
-273

443
-773
-330

18
-75
-57

1,268
-655
613

1,406
-614
792

138
41
179

309
-281
28
15
1,710

312
-276
36
9
1,878

3
5
8
-6
168

478

463

-15

Central Costs
Central Support Costs
JWT Staffing Costs
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
80
80

0
84
84

0
4
4

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

2,268

2,425

157

Street Cleaning
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Agenda Item 14
Management Accounts Monitoring Report 2019/20

Committee

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Committee

Committee Date

8 October 2019

Significant
Decision

No

Responsible
Officers

Wayne Lewis, Head of Gloucestershire Joint Waste Team
(01452 425504), wayne.lewis@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Main Consultees

None

Purpose of Report

The report sets out:

Recommendations



The financial performance of the individual authorities within
the JWC against their approved annual budget for the first 4
months of the current financial year;



The combined position across authorities.

It is recommended that the Committee:
a) Notes the financial performance as contained in this report.
b) Agrees that the final accounts be reported to each individual
partner authority to claim the outstanding partnership costs
as the joint committee will have dissolved on 13th December
2019.

Resource
Implications

None

1. Background
1.1. When the Joint Waste Committee was formed it was agreed that budget setting and
service charges are retained decisions for the individual authorities within the partnership.
1.2. The operational budgets for waste disposal, waste collection and street cleaning remain
with their respective authority and are managed with the support of officers within the Joint
Waste Team.
1.3. The majority of the operational budget consists of payments to contractors:
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) contracts include Urbaser Balfour Beatty and
Enovert for waste treatment and disposal and the local authority company Ubico for
Household Recycling Centres; Forest of Dean District Council (FODDC) contracts include
Biffa for waste collection and street cleaning; whilst Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC),
Cotswold District Council (CDC) and Tewkesbury Borough Council (TBC) waste collection
and street cleaning services are provided by Ubico.
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1.4. As GCC is the Administering Authority for the Joint Waste Committee, budgets associated
with supporting the Joint Waste Committee are reported within their figures. Staffing costs
for the Joint Waste Team are the largest element of this budget. These are transferred
from each partner organisation’s budget to the Administering Authority on a quarterly basis.
2. Current Financial Position
2.1. The combined revenue budgets for GCC, CBC, CDC, FODDC and TBC is shown at
Appendix 1. The current forecast year end revenue position is an overspend of £1,378,000
(3.13% of the net budget). This is based on monitoring forecasts made in August and
actual financial transactions to the end of July 2019.
3. Waste Disposal Costs
3.1. Appendix 2 shows Gloucestershire County Council revenue budget. The forecast outturn
for the waste disposal is an overspend of £680,000.
3.2. Income from Royalty payments is currently forecast to be £20,000 less than budgeted. This
income relates to the tonnage of commercial waste landfilled by Enovert at Hempsted and
Wingmoor.
3.3. Waste treatment is forecast to overspend by £168,000 due to a higher amount of green
waste and the continued processing of CDC’s food and garden waste by in-vessel
composting (IVC).
3.4. Household Recycling Centres (HRCs) are forecast to overspend by £229,000. This is due
to a combination of additional costs, mainly arising from the Ubico contract for the
management of the HRCs, and a short fall of income from the sale of materials, such as
metals, textiles and cardboard. As HRC materials income fluctuates throughout the year,
this is our best current forecast. Material prices may improve or decline further as a result
of global trading conditions.
3.5. Recycling credits and incentive payments are forecast to overspend by £381,000.
3.6. Bulking, haulage and tipping away is forecast to underspend by £74,000 as a result of the
delayed start of Javelin Park.
3.7. Staffing costs are forecast to underspend by £34,000 due to vacancies.
4. Waste Collection Costs
4.1. Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC)
4.1.1. The CBC revenue budget at Appendix 3 forecasts an overspend of £388,000.
4.1.2. Ubico, who is the provider for the majority of these services, is forecasting an
overspend of £140,000. The services this overspend relates to are mainly the
recycling collection schemes and the recycling centre.
4.1.3. Recycling credits income within the recycling collection schemes is expected to be
£50,000 lower than budgeted, this is due to lower kerbside recycling tonnages than
anticipated.
4.1.4. Within the 2019/20 budget a savings target of £200,000 is included, currently it
appears unlikely these savings will be delivered within the 2019/20 financial year.
4.2. Cotswold District Council (CDC)
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4.2.1. CDC’s revenue budget at Appendix 4 shows a forecast outturn overspend of
£200,000.
4.2.2. The main area of overspend relates to the purchase of receptacles for household
waste and recycling collections, totalling £97,000. This is in preparation for the
service change that commences in April 2020. Work is underway to capitalise a
proportion of this spend, which will reduce the revenue budget overspend.
4.2.3. An underachievement of income of £50,000 is forecast on the sale of recyclates due
to paper and cardboard prices falling.
4.2.4. The remainder of the anticipated overspend relates to Ubico having to hire additional
vehicles as a result of experiencing significant vehicle breakdowns due to the aged
fleet. The fleet is currently in the process of being renewed.
4.3. Forest of Dean District Council (FODDC)
4.3.1. FODDC, at Appendix 5, currently forecasts balanced budget.
4.4. Tewkesbury Borough Council (TBC)
4.4.1. TBC revenue budget at Appendix 6 shows the predicted year end overspend is
£110,000 for the delivery of all waste services.
4.4.2. The Ubico contract for delivery of refuse services is currently £111,000 overspent.
£50,000 of this is for an increase in the depot recharge to TBC which was not agreed
through the budget setting process and is now being funded out of reserves. The
remaining £61,000 is mostly related to employee costs overspends through sickness
and vacancies requiring additional cover.
4.4.3. TBC is also seeing a loss on budgeted income in respect of recycling credits of
£90,000 due to lower than predicted levels of recyclate material and more of this
material being rejected at the MRF. We are working with Suez to try and manage
the level of rejected material.
4.4.4. The overspend is being offset by an underspend of £32,000 on street cleansing
services, although some of this is being generated due to the service not operating
fully during quarter 1, which is being addressed with Ubico.
4.4.5. Additional income from garden waste subscriptions, bulky waste collections and
trade waste is further reducing the overspends above to the £110,000 reported for
the end of July.
5. Final Accounts at Dissolution of the Joint Waste Committee
5.1. It is proposed that the financial report presented to the December 2019 committee meeting
will include provisional closure accounts of the shared costs of the partnership.
5.2. The committee’s agreement is sought to report final accounts after dissolution to individual
partners in order to claim the outstanding costs, as the joint committee will no longer be in
existence.
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Appendix 1 – Total Revenue Budget Summary across all JWC partners

Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Head of Service:
Budget Area

Joint Waste Management Unit
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
TOTAL - GJWP

Wayne Lewis

Analysis of progress to:

Total
Budget
£'000

Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Actual
To Date
£'000

Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

Forecast
Outturn
£'000

Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

324
-324
0
0

136
-81
55
55

117
-5
112
112

-19
76
57
57

243
-243
0
0

-81
81
0
0

-290
20,218

-97
7,186

-55
5,149

42
-2,037

-270
20,386

20
168

3,300
-691
2,609
4,267

1,235
-268
967
1,273

915
-130
785
336

-320
138
-182
-937

3,391
-553
2,838
4,648

91
138
229
381

2,233
-50
2,183
29

766
0
766
6

414
0
414
4

-352
0
-352
-2

2,159
-50
2,109
29

-74
0
-74
0

4
-8
-4

1
0
1

3
0
3

2
0
2

8
-8
0

4
0
4

50
0
50
50
29,112

19
0
19
12
10,133

12
0
12
0
6,648

-7
0
-7
-12
-3,485

51
0
51
35
29,826

1
0
1
-15
714

5,077

1,744

1,886

0
142

5,146

69

108
-174
-66

36
-52
-16

32
-68
-36

-4
-16
-20

110
-200
-90

2
-26
-24

496
0
496

171
0
171

176
0
176

5
0
5

514
0
514

18
0
18

2,917
-2,789
128

1,094
-2,321
-1,227

1,124
-2,402
-1,278

30
-81
-51

2,961
-2,839
122

44
-50
-6

464
-163
301

154
-54
100

193
-78
115

39
-24
15

537
-168
369

73
-5
68

340
-77
263

113
-24
89

126
-21
105

13
3
16

311
-78
233

-29
-1
-30

6,859
-2,888
3,971

2,367
-830
1,537

2,637
-741
1,896

270
89
359

7,059
-2,691
4,368

200
197
397

403
-580
-177

134
-193
-59

152
-95
57

18
98
116

453
-586
-133

50
-6
44

961
-931
30
30
10,053

321
-498
-177
5
2,167

375
-429
-54
45
2,912

54
69
123
40
745

958
-903
55
199
10,783

-3
28
25
169
730

Street Cleaning

3,078

1,114

1,173

59

3,036

-42

Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

579
673
553
1,805

0
141
0
141

0
95
0
95

0
-46
0
-46

579
636
566
1,781

0
-37
13
-24

44,048

13,610

10,940

-2,670

45,426

1,378

Waste Disposal
Royalty Payments
Waste Treatment
Household Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Credits
Bulking, Haulage & Tipping Away
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Closed Landfill Sites
Management Costs
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Waste Projects
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Marketing Promotions - Waste
TOTAL - WASTE DISPOSAL
Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bulking of Recyclables
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE
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Appendix 2 – Gloucestershire County Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Partner: Gloucestershire County Council
Budget Area

Joint Waste Management Unit
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
TOTAL - GJWP
Waste Disposal
Royalty Payments
Waste Treatment
Household Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Credits
Bulking, Haulage & Tipping Away
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Closed Landfill Sites
Management Costs
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Waste Projects
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Marketing Promotions - Waste
TOTAL - WASTE DISPOSAL
Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

Analysis of progress to:
Total
Budget
£'000

Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Actual
To Date
£'000

Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

Forecast
Outturn
£'000

Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

324
-324
0
0

136
-81
55
55

117
-5
112
112

-19
76
57
57

243
-243
0
0

-81
81
0
0

-290
20,218

-97
7,186

-55
5,149

42
-2,037

-270
20,386

20
168

3,300
-691
2,609
4,267

1,235
-268
967
1,273

915
-130
785
336

-320
138
-182
-937

3,391
-553
2,838
4,648

91
138
229
381

2,233
-50
2,183
29

766
0
766
6

414
0
414
4

-352
0
-352
-2

2,159
-50
2,109
29

-74
0
-74
0

4
-8
-4

1
0
1

3
0
3

2
0
2

8
-8
0

4
0
4

50
0
50
50
29,112

19
0
19
12
10,133

12
0
12
0
6,648

-7
0
-7
-12
-3,485

51
0
51
35
29,826

1
0
1
-15
714

579
360
939

0
90
90

0
62
62

0
-28
-28

579
326
905

0
-34
-34

30,051

10,278

6,822

-3,456

30,731

680
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Appendix 3 – Cheltenham Borough Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Partner: Cheltenham Borough Council
Budget Area

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Centres
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bulking of Recyclables
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Analysis of progress to:
Total
Budget
£'000

Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Actual
To Date
£'000

Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

Forecast
Outturn
£'000

Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

1,329

443

563

120

1,330

1

27
-48
-21

9
-16
-7

7
-21
-14

-2
-5
-7

29
-65
-36

2
-17
-15

536
-725
-189

179
-242
-63

224
-291
-67

45
-49
-4

561
-749
-188

25
-24
1

464
-163
301

154
-54
100

193
-78
115

39
-24
15

537
-168
369

73
-5
68

187
-63
124

62
-21
41

78
-18
60

16
3
19

158
-64
94

-29
-1
-30

2,376
-545
1,831

792
-182
610

973
-142
831

181
40
221

2,454
-485
1,969

78
60
138

403
-580
-177

134
-193
-59

152
-95
57

18
98
116

453
-586
-133

50
-6
44

644
-650
-6
-35
3,157

215
-217
-2
-12
1,051

262
-152
110
40
1,695

47
65
112
52
644

620
-618
2
134
3,541

-24
32
8
169
384

Street Cleaning

894

298

350

52

884

-10

Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
33
71
104

0
11
0
11

0
0
0
0

0
-11
0
-11

0
33
85
118

0
0
14
14

4,155

1,360

2,045

685

4,543

388

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE
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Appendix 4 – Cotswold District Council
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Partner: Cotswold District Council
Budget Area

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION
Street Cleaning
Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

Analysis of progress to:
Total
Budget
£'000

Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Actual
To Date
£'000

Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

Forecast
Outturn
£'000

Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

1,227

507

530

23

1,277

50

40
-36
4

13
-12
1

10
-19
-9

-3
-7
-10

40
-36
4

0
0
0

1,474
-639
835

613
-629
-16

617
-634
-17

4
-5
-1

1,474
-639
835

0
0
0

1,866
-1,020
846
13
2,925

765
-268
497
4
993

861
-255
606
1
1,111

96
13
109
-3
118

1,966
-970
996
13
3,125

100
50
150
0
200

1,130

465

484

19

1,130

0

0
59
21
80

0
20
0
20

0
14
0
14

0
-6
0
-6

0
59
21
80

0
0
0
0

4,135

1,478

1,609

131

4,335

200
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Appendix 5 – Forest of Dean District Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Partner: Forest of Dean District Council
Budget Area

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Bring Sites
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Analysis of progress to:
Total
Budget
£'000

Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Actual
To Date
£'000

Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

Forecast
Outturn
£'000

Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

1,546

475

474

-1

1,546

0

41
-40
1

14
-13
1

15
-14
1

1
-1
0

41
-40
1

0
0
0

8
0
8

8
0
8

7
0
7

-1
0
-1

8
0
8

0
0
0

469
-608
-139

156
-608
-452

131
-609
-478

-25
-1
-26

469
-608
-139

0
0
0

153
-14
139

51
-3
48

48
-3
45

153
-14
139

0
0
0

1,267
-634
633
37
2,225

360
-159
201
12
293

346
-160
186
3
238

-3
0
-3
0
-14
-1
-15
-9
-55

1,267
-634
633
37
2,225

0
0
0
0
0

Street Cleaning

558

186

185

-1

558

0

Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS

0
140
397
537

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
140
397
537

0
0
0
0

3,320

479

423

-56

3,320

0

TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE
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Appendix 6 – Tewkesbury Borough Council Revenue Budget Summary
Revenue Budget Summary - Gloucestershire Joint Waste Partnership 2019/20
Partner: Tewkesbury Borough Council
Budget Area

Waste Collection
Household Waste
Bulky Household Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Food/Organic Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Green Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Collection Schemes
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Trade Waste
Gross Expenditure
Income
Net Expenditure
Recycling Schemes Marketing
TOTAL - WASTE COLLECTION

Analysis of progress to:
2
Profiled Budget
To Date
£'000

Total
Budget
£'000

3
Actual
To Date
£'000

4
Variance
To Date
£'000

31/07/2019

5
Forecast
Outturn
£'000

6
Forecast Year
End Variance
£'000

975

319

319

0

993

18

-50
-50

-11
-11

-14
-14

0
-3
-3

-59
-59

0
-9
-9

488

163

169

488

163

169

438
-817
-379

146
-842
-696

152
-868
-716

1,350
-689
661

450
-221
229

317
-281
36
15
1,746

Street Cleaning
Central Costs
Central Support Costs/Internal Client Teams
JWT Staffing Costs
Depreciation
TOTAL - CENTRAL COSTS
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE

6
0
6

506
506

18
0
18

457
-843
-386

19
-26
-7

457
-184
273

6
-26
-20
0
7
37
44

1,372
-602
770

22
87
109

106
-281
-175
1
-170

113
-277
-164
1
-132

7
4
11
0
38

338
-285
53
15
1,892

21
-4
17
0
146

496

165

154

-11

464

-32

0
81
64
145

0
20
0
20

0
19
0
19

0
-1
0
-1

0
78
63
141

0
-3
-1
-4

2,387

15

41

26

2,497

110
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